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Abstract

Weibel-Palade bodies (WPBs) are a secretory storage organelle found in endothelial

cells. Their primary cargo is the large haemostatic protein von Willebrand factor

(VWF), however there are many other minor components, both in the membrane and

lumen of the WPB. VWF is stored in long helical tubules which de�ne the `rod-like'

shape of the WPBs. WPBs are released in response to raised intracellular Ca2+ or

cAMP levels, secreting the VWF content. Upon exocytosis, the environment of the

VWF changes from acidic to neutral pH, causing the tubules of VWF to unfurl into

strings. The expansion of the VWF tubules into strings exposes binding and cleavage

sites, turning VWF into its haemostatically active form. As tubules transform into

strings, the overall shape of the WPB changes, �rst becoming round before releasing

its contents.

Imaging at the periphery of frozen-hydrated, whole human umbilical vein endothe-

lial cells (HUVECs) by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and cryo-electron tomog-

raphy has been used to study WPBs within their native environment. The structure

of WPBs within HUVECs both unstimulated and stimulated to release WPBs with

raised intracellular Ca2+ has been examined. This has enabled imaging of both rod-

shaped and rounded WPBs. Round WPBs in HUVECs exposed to hypotonic shock

and within human heart microvasculature endothelial cells (HHMECs) have also been

imaged.

A subset of the WPBs imaged within endothelial cells contain an internal vesi-

cle within them. Light microscopy studies have shown a vesicle with corresponding

characteristics is enriched for the membrane protein CD63, a known constituent of

WPBs.

Finally, a technique for chemically �xing cells for light microscopy studies prior to

plunge-freezing is shown, with subsequent correlative light and electron microscopy

experiments looking at CD63-enriched vesicles within WPBs. The quality of preser-

vation for cryo-EM experiments, including tomography and image processing for cor-

relative microscopy is discussed.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Weibel-Palade Bodies

1.1.1 Discovery, formation and composition of WPBs

Weibel-Palade bodies (WPBs) are secretory storage organelles found in endothelial

cells. They were �rst discovered in 1964 by Ewald Weibel and George Palade who

observed a new �rod-shaped tubulated body� in the endothelial cells of multiple small

arteries in human and rat, using electron microscopy (EM). They described small,

regularly spaced cylindrical tubules within the body, enclosed by a limiting membrane

[129].

Subsequently, in 1982, a combination of immuno�uorescence microscopy and im-

munoelectron microscopy ascertained that the haemostatic protein von Willebrand

factor (VWF) is stored in WPBs [123]. The pattern of immunogold labelling even

suggested the VWF was responsible for the striated tubules of WPBs, lying along the

long axis of the bodies. In his 50th anniversary review [128], Ewald Weibel credits

Wagner et al [123] with an independent rediscovery of the Weibel-Palade body, as

they had been looking for locations of VWF storage, rather than the speci�c cargo of

WPBs.

VWF is the main cargo of WPBs and was initially thought to be the only compo-

nent of the granules [28]. In fact, many other proteins are incorporated into WPBs

(table 1, reviewed in [67]), but VWF is by far the most prevalent [28]. The expression

of VWF in cells that do not natively express VWF is enough to induce formation of

rod-shaped WPB-like structures in those cells [124], indicating that VWF levels are

the driving force behind WPB formation and that the rod-like shape of the organelle

is directly related to the tubule structure of its main cargo.

Therefore, the �rst step of WPB formation is VWF synthesis. VWF is translated

as a 2813 residue sequence, but processed into a signal peptide, proregion and mature

subunit ([115], �gure 1a). The signal peptide is responsible for ensuring the nascent

14



Figure 1: A Domain organisation of VWF, with key binding sites marked. Residues
1-22 make up the signal peptide (not shown) B Organisation of the VWF multimers,
using the same colour scheme.

polypeptide chain enters the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) where it is then cleaved

and lost. Mature VWF is highly glycosylated, with 12 N-linked and 10 O-linked

oligosaccharides [106] and this process starts in the ER with N-linked oligosaccha-

ride addition. Subsequently, covalent `tail-to-tail' dimers are formed by 3 interchain

disulphide bonds between cystine knot (CK) domains ([106, 61, 139], �gure 1). The

crystal structure of dimerised CK domains show that in addition to the 3 interchain

disulphide bonds, there is also an extensive hydrogen bond network within the dimer

and each CK domain is also reinforced with 4 intrachain disulphide bonds [139]. The

intrachain disulphide bonds form an 8 residue ring, with an additional intrachain

disulpide passing through the ring [139] and giving rise to the `knot' name. Both

the N-linked glycosylation and C-terminal dimerisation steps are required for VWF

dimers to pass into the Golgi apparatus [122].

Glycosylation also continues in the Golgi apparatus with the O-linked sugars.

Within the Golgi and trans-Golgi network (TGN), the proregion (�gure 1) is cleaved

by furin [131] but stays associated with mature VWF. Association of proregion with

mature VWF is required for multimer formation [116, 121], and multimerisation can

occur even if a non-cleavable mutant of proVWF is used [117]. In the TGN, VWF

15



dimers form covalent, linear `head-to-head' multimers through disulphide bond for-

mation between D3 domains [61, 106, 120, 121]. Multimerisation requires an acidic

pH and presence of Ca2+ ions [122, 47], and can continue within immature WPBs

which have a similar pH [26]. Multimerisation can lead to VWF chains up to 20MDa

in size ([91], �gure 1).

VWF tubules begin to form in the TGN (�gure 2, [134]). Tubule formation is an

e�cient, paracrystalline method of packing the VWF cargo into the WPB [4] which

allows the VWF tubules to expand 50-fold in length upon unfurling [103]. Tubulation

is an independent step from multimerisation, however both must occur for VWF to be

functional upon WPB exocytosis [68, 67]. The minimal requirements for tubulation

are the D1D2-D'D3 domains with the non-covalent interaction between proregion

(D1D2) and D'D3 domains forming the tubule (�gure 1 and �gure 3, [68, 47]).

WPBs bud from the TGN through the selective aggregation of VWF tubules but

require an AP-1/clathrin coat in order to emerge as a nascent WPB [59, 134]. Once

a nascent granule has left the TGN, there are still other steps through which it must

pass before achieving maturation (�gure 2). One marker of maturation is acquiring

the small GTPase Rab27a [40]. Rab27a is recruited in a speci�c manner hours after

leaving the Golgi [40] and forms part of a complex which anchors the WPBs to actin at

the cell periphery ([73], section 1.1.4). The granules also condense with maturation,

becoming more electron dense as tubules become closer to each other and granule

width decreases [134].

As shown in table 1, WPBs can contain many other components as well as their

primary VWF cargo. Some components, such as the membrane protein P-selectin,

are incorporated into the WPB at the Golgi [43] and others are delivered post-Golgi

as a mark of maturation, such as Rab27a [40] or Rab3D [53]. The membrane protein

CD63 is delivered post-Golgi in an AP-3 dependent manner via late endosomes/multi-

vesicular bodies (MVBs) [43, 83]. CD63 is a tetraspanin found on endosomal com-

partments, and its presence on WPBs, combined with their acidic pH marks them a

16



Figure 2: Biogenesis of WPBs and processing of VWF. Adapted from [69].
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Figure 3: A Surface model of VWF tubule formed by D1D2 and D'D3 domains.
Colour denotes distance from helical axis (red to blue). External diameter of tubule
is 25 nm. B Cutaway view of tubule in A. Internal diameter is 12 nm. C Electron
micrograph of WPB cross-section showing tubules compared with model tubule (inset)
at same scale. From [47], copyright by the National Academy of Sciences.

lysosome-related organelles.

As some components are delivered post-Golgi and at di�erent times, not every

WPB contains all of these components, leading to di�erent populations of WPBs

within the cell. These additional components can be broadly divided into two groups;

those with a role in haemostasis and those involved in the tra�cking and secretion of

the WPB. In addition to gaining components, content may also need to be removed

from the WPB, such as clathrin/AP-1, once the WPB has emerged from the TGN

[134]. It is possible that some proteins found in WPBs in over-expression studies are

not targeted to the WPB, but not completely excluded fromWPBs, as over expression

of EGFP in the secretory pathway is found in WPBs with a similar storage e�ciency

to IL-8, IL-6, tPA and eotaxin-3 [52].

In addition to being packaged in WPBs, VWF is also constitutively secreted by en-

dothelial cells. Pulse-chase experiments with radiolabelled 35S methionine determined

that an average of 5% of newly synthesised VWF was targeted to the regulated path-

way and the rest was constitutively released in low molecular weight forms [101]. More

recent work has suggested that circulating VWF levels in the absence of stimulation
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arise from basal exocytosis of WPBs, with 50% of newly synthesised VWF being re-

leased without stimulation within 24 hours and 80% of that coming from WPBs [37].

This means much of the VWF released without stimulation is targeted to storage,

rather than directly released after synthesis and in contrast to the low proportion

of VWF previously thought to be stored. Basal release of stored VWF from WPBs

also allows for the release of mature VWF rather than the dimers and low molecular

weight forms that are constitutively released [37].

1.1.2 Structure of WPBs and VWF

Von Willebrand factor is a highly repetitive protein with 4 types of repeated domains;

A, B, C and D [115] and a C-terminal cystine knot domain for dimerisation (�gure 1).

As in section 1.1.1, the D domains of proregion and at the N-terminus of mature VWF

are used for multimerisation and D'D3 contains the factor VIII binding site [91]. The

repeated A domains contain binding sites for collagen and platelet glycoproteins [91]

and the cleavage site for the protease ADAMTS13, which regulates the length of

circulating VWF multimers by cleaving at partially unfolded A2 domains [136, 103].

The B and C domains, recently reclassi�ed as all belonging to a group of VWC

domains [138], form 6 tandem repeats towards the C-terminus of VWF. The fourth

repeat, corresponding the C1 domain (or VWC4 in the re-assignment) contains the

binding site for the platelet integrin aIIbb3 [138].

In WPBs, VWF multimers are packaged as long, helical tubules which give rise

to the elongated morphology of WPBs [109, 4]. The helical structure of an in vitro,

truncated VWF construct has also been calculated (�gure 3, [47]). A comparison of

the two VWF tubule models; from WPBs within cells and an in vitro truncation of

just the D domains (D1D2D'D3) shows that they are quite similar. They share similar

helical pitch, with the 120Å pitch from VWF in WPBs [4] being one of the 5 helices

formed by negatively stained, truncated VWF in vitro with pitches from 96-120Å,

[47]. The overall dimensions are also similar, with WPBs forming 24 nm tubules with
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a 12 nm internal diameter and in vitro tubules forming 25 nm tubules with a 12 nm

internal diameter. Both reconstructions also contain large fenestrations within the

tubule.

The similarity between the two helices seems surprising because the in vitro helix

is formed by only 44% (residues) of the full-length VWF. This indicates that the

remainder of the C-terminus not in the in vitro tubules can not be packed in the

same manner as the D1D2-D'D3 domains that form the density seen in the tubule

reconstructions. It must therefore be highly �exible, not conforming to the heli-

cal symmetry of the N-terminal domains, and have been `averaged out' across the

full-length helical reconstructions. Tubule formation with only the D1D2-D'D3 do-

mains demonstrates that neither the C-terminal domains, nor tail-to-tail dimerisation

through those domains are requirements for tubulation [47, 68].

The structure of the C-terminal domains has been examined using truncation mu-

tants containing C-terminal domains (A1-CK and smaller) and imaging by negative

stain EM, under the dimerisation promoting conditions found in the TGN [137]. Im-

ages of these constructs at pH 6.2 showed the C-terminal region to have a `dimeric

bouquet' structure (�gure 4b), where the `�owers' are the A1-A2-A3-D4 domains, the

`stem' is formed from B1-B2-B3-C1-C2 and the base from the CK domain dimer. In

A1-CK constructs, the density for the A1 and A2 domains in class averages is much

weaker than for the A3-CK stem region, indicating that the A domains are separated

by �exible linkers and are being averaged out. This is consistant with images of A1-

A2-A3 alone, which show variable distances and angles between the domains, again

indicating a �exible linker [137]. These �ndings led to the proposition of a model

for how the C-terminal dimeric bouquet �ts with the N-terminal tubule information

above (�gure 4a, [137, 36]).

Such a model does not fully explain how such a tubule would pack into WPBs,

decorated by ~51 nm dimeric bouquets. The A1-A2 region appears to be �exible, and

so it could be possible that the bouquet extends not radially (as drawn) but instead in
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Figure 4: A Schematic of the axial view of a VWF tubule, showing how D1-D2 (yellow)
and D'-D3 (green) might form a helix decorated by �exible dimeric bouquets formed
by A1-A2-A3 (purple), and D4-B1-B2-B3-C1-C2-C3-CK (grey). From [36], copyright
European Molecular Biology Organization. B Negative stain EM class averages of the
C-terminal dimeric bouquet formed by A3-CK truncation of VWF at pH 6.2. A1-A2
not shown. Scale bar: 10 nm. From [137], copyright European Molecular Biology
Organization.
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an axial fashion [137]. The �exibility of the A1-A2 region may allow it to act as a hinge,

so the C-terminal region can break with the helical symmetry to pack around other

tubules, meaning it would not be visible in a helical reconstruction. This concept

is imaginable when the tubules are less densely packed before maturation, where

the centre-to-centre spacing may be greater [134], but when centre-to-centre distance

between tubules becomes only a few nanometres larger than the tubules themselves

(28.4 nm ± 3.1 nm for a 24 nm tubule) [4] then it becomes less clear.

The large size of VWF makes obtaining crystals for structure determination by

X-ray crystallography unlikely, but the structures of some individual domains of VWF

have been crystallised and determined, namely the A domains and CK domain.

The A domains are the de�ning members of a family of domains known as the

VWA domains [102, 103]. The domain consists of a central, 5-stranded b-sheet with a

single anti-parallel strand surrounded by 6 a helices, and PDBe (Protein Data Bank in

Europe, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbe) shows 27 structures across the A domains from

multiple organisms and with various ligands. Whilst A1 and A3 contain the binding

sites for the platelet glycoprotein GpIba and collagen respectively [91], A2 does not

contain a binding site but instead the cleavage site for ADAMTS13. Additionally,

the A2 structure shows it missing both the a4 helix and a long-range disulphide bond

contained in the other A domains [135], rendering it less stable. The structure also

shows that the ADAMTS13 cleavage site is well buried within the domain, indicating

that partial unfolding would be required to make the cleavage site accessible. The

force required to partially unfold the VWF A2 domain is similar to the force VWF

experiences in the vasculature and this elongation force is required for ADAMTS13

to cleave the domain [136]. Together, these experiments indicate that the A2 domain

is a �force-sensing� domain which permits cleavage of itself by ADAMTS13 in VWF

multimers under conditions found in the vasculature [136, 135, 103].

In contrast, the structure of the CK domain demonstrates features allowing it to

resist such force, being heavily reinforced with hydrogen bonds and many disulphide
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Figure 5: Electron micrographs of VWF in an extended, string form, isolated from
fresh plasma and prepared using the �glycerol spray/vacuum dry� method. Bars
show 120 nm repeats of the fully extended monomer. Republished with permission of
The American Society for Clinical Investigation, Inc., from [32]; permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

bonds [139], both to stabilise the domain and to dimerise VWF monomers.

Upon secretion, VWF undergoes a large structural transformation, from tightly

packed, helical tubules to the linear strands that can be isolated from blood (�gure 5,

[32, 98]). VWF strings show nodular domains that repeat with a periodicity of 120 nm

and two-fold symmetry about a central axis [32], re�ecting that the multimers are

made from repeating dimers. These strings can be very long, up to a millimetre and

form along the endothelial surface binding platelets [21].

This large change in conformation; from a tightly packed helical tubule, to a long,

extended string results in a 50-fold expansion in length [17], indicating how e�cient

VWF storage in WPBs is. This structural change exposes the hidden binding and

cleavage sites in the A domains and is mediated through the change in pH upon

exocytosis and shear force from blood �ow through the vasculature [68, 103]. As

discussed in section 1.1.1, WPBs bud from the TGN, where the pH is ~6.4 , and this

is also the condition at which VWF tubules form. WPBs then acidify with maturation

to reach a pH of 5.5 [26]. Upon exposure to blood, with a neutral pH (7.2), the non-

covalent interactions that were formed at acidic pH are now lost. This includes the

interaction between proregion and mature VWF, causing the tubules to unfurl and

proregion to freely di�use away from the fusion site [41].
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The link between pH and unfurling has been demonstrated by treating cells with

the drug monensin, which neutralises the pH of acidic organelles, and then denud-

ing the WPBs of their enclosing membrane with Triton X-100. This causes VWF

to disperse, whereas detergent treatment alone leaves relatively stable VWF staining

[68]. Pre-treatment with monensin before inducing secretion leads to the secretion of

shorter, less e�ective VWF strings. This has led to the hypothesis that tubules are

more than a convenient method for storing such large multimers as mature VWF,

but also provide a mechanism for orderly uncoiling, such that tangles are not formed

[68]. This has recently been challenged by �uoresence microscopy of secreted VWF

in the presence and absence of �ow, which indicate that in the absence of �ow, VWF

is secreted as patches on the cell surface from which strings can form if �ow is sub-

sequently started [70], meaning that tubules need not directly unfurl into strings but

can be formed via an intermediate.

Without shear �ow conditions, a third conformation for VWF is possible where the

strings are not extended but wrapped up as a �ball of yarn�, which is the predominant

form when VWF is isolated from blood [98]. As this form is not so extended, it is

presumably smaller VWF strings in the absence of shear, where the sites for platelet

binding and cleavage are occluded to allow free circulation of the VWF.

1.1.3 Von Willebrand disease

Von Willebrand disease is estimated to be the most common inherited bleeding dis-

order in humans, however estimates of prevalence are variable. A recent study [8]

evaluated the prevalence at 1 in 1000, but previous studies have put it at between 1

in 100 and 1 in 10,000 [6, 89], depending on the measuring method used.

VWD is divided into three main types [92]:

� type 1; a partial quantitative de�ciency in VWF levels

� type 2; qualitative de�ciency in VWF levels, which can be broken down further

into 4 sub-types
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� type 2A; selective absence of the largest, most biologically active multimers

� type 2B; increased a�nity for GpIba leads to increased platelet binding

and subsequent clearance of VWF

� type 2M; decreased a�nity for GpIba leading to present but ine�ective

VWF

� type 2N; decreased a�nity for Factor VIII leading to present but ine�ective

VWF

� type 3; an almost total loss of VWF

A database of disease-causing mutations is maintained at

http://www.vwf.group.shef.ac.uk [39].

The mechanism and structural basis for the phenotype of some mutants have been

investigated [126, 125, 132]. Disease-causing mutations re�ect the importance (as

in section 1.1.2) of the A2 domain in regulating VWF cleavage by ADAMTS13 as

mutations here can render VWF more susceptible to proteolysis and cause type 2A

disease by cleaving the largest multimers [132]. Investigation of mutations interupting

disulphide bond formation and causing types 1 and 3 VWD show defects in formation

of WPBs resulting in ER retention and formation of round WPBs with fewer and

shorter VWF tubules [126].

1.1.4 Weibel-Palade body exocytosis machinery and mechanisms

Weibel-Palade body exocytosis must be carefully regulated as the high-molecular

weight VWF multimers they contain are very haemostatically active. WPBs are se-

creted in response to rising concentrations of either Ca2+or cAMP, with both pathways

giving rise to a distinct exocytotic pro�le and with di�erent e�ects on the cytoskeleton

[118]. Compounds that raise the intracellular Ca2+concentration, such as histamine

or ionomycin, release WPBs from both perinuclear and peripheral regions of the cell.

cAMP-raising compounds, such as forskolin, release fewer WPBs and only from the
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cell periphery. These di�erent release patterns also coincide with di�erent patterns

of cytoskeletal reorganisation, indicating a role for actin and microtubules in WPB

exocytosis [118].

Long-range movement of WPBs to the cell periphery is achieved by microtubules

[60], which explains why microtubule deploymerisation a�ects Ca2+-evoked secretion

of perinuclear WPBs [118]. Short-range `di�usive' movements at the cell periphery are

attributed to both microtubules and actin. The short-range movements are smaller

than would be expected for free di�usion of the WPBs, indicating a tethering process

occurs to hold WPBs at the cell edge [60].

WPBs move towards the cell membrane in a maturation and Rab27a-dependent

manner [40, 73], whereby mature granules are Rab27a-positive and are anchored at

the cell periphery. Acquisition of Rab27a allows the WPB to interact with MyRIP

(myosin and Rab27a interacting protein) and MyoVa (myosin Va) and together these

proteins anchor WPBs to cortical actin at the cell periphery [73, 85]. Anchoring

WPBs to cortical actin provides a �ready releaseable pool� of VWF at the cell edge

and ready for exocytosis and inhibits release of immature WPBs [73].

The WPB tethering role of the Rab27a-MyoVa-MyRIP complex to actin has been

probed in numerous experiments, and if any member is missing; Rab27a [73], MyoVa

[85], MyRIP [73] or the cortical actin itself [118] then secretion is increased.

Membrane fusion between vesicles and the plasma membrane requires the inter-

action of SNARE (soluble NSF attachment protein receptor) proteins on each mem-

brane and a soluble cytosolic SM protein [105]. SNARE proteins reside on both

vesicle membranes and their target membranes (in this case the plasma membrane)

and when active bring together both membranes and provide the energy required to

fuse membranes. This is done by the `zipping' together of four helices, 3 from the

t-SNARE (plasma membrane) and 1 from the v-SNARE (WPB) to form an 4-helix

bundle, known as a trans-SNARE complex (�gure 6). It is the combination of SNARE

complex constituents and SM proteins that ensures only the correct vesicles fuse and
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Figure 6: A Formation of a trans-SNARE complex. 3 helices from the t-SNARE
and 1 from the v-SNARE `zip' together to form a 4 helix bundle. This brings the
vesicle and plasma membrane into close apposition and provides the energy from pore
formation. B Fully `zipped' cis-SNARE complex with open fusion pore. From [105].
Reprinted with permisstion from AAAS.

the energy liberated by formation of trans-SNARE complexes drive fusion.

Two v-SNARE proteins, VAMP3 and VAMP8 (vesicle associated membrane pro-

tein, table 1), have been identi�ed as co-localising with WPBs [84]. Of these v-

SNAREs, VAMP3 has been shown to form a complex with the plasma membrane

t-SNARE proteins syntaxin 4 and SNAP23 in endothelial cells [84]. Therefore it is

likely that these are three of the trans-SNARE complex components responsible for

membrane fusion during WPB exocytosis. To complete the trans-SNARE complex,

the SM protein involved in WPB exocytosis is thought to be Munc18c [33].

A second SNARE system is also involved in WPB release, comprising STXBP1

(syntaxin binding protein 1 or Munc18-1), Slp4-a (synaptotagmin-like protein 4-a

or granulphilin) with syntaxin-2 or -3 [111]. Slp4-a is another Rab27a e�ector pro-

tein, and is a positive regulator of exocytosis [5]. A third Rab27a e�ector protein

is Munc13-4. Munc13-4 is a positive regulator of WPB exocytosis, acting through

both Rab27a and Rab15 [140]. The presence of Rab15 on a secretory organelle is

unusual as it is an endocytic Rab. This may re�ect the status of WPBs as both

lysosome-related organelles and secretory storage granules. Release or retention of
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a given WPB is therefore controlled by shifting the equilibrium between these three

positive and negative exocytosis e�ectors of Rab27a and Rab15.

Once the membrane has fused, there may be a further role for actin in expelling

the VWF contents. An actomyosin ring has been proposed to form and localise

to WPBs during exocytosis and help `push' the VWF away from the cell [74, 72].

Such an actin structure around a fusing WPB has not been seen by cryo-EM ([4],

in section 1.1.5, �gure 7). The unfurling e�ect thought to be created by pH change

([68, 47], section 1.1.5) in combination with the elongational �ow from blood whilst

VWF is still attached to the cell [103] also contribute to expanding VWF from tubules

to strings and expelling it from the cell.

There may also be multiple modes of WPB exocytosis. Selective exocytosis allows

vesicles with multiple components, such as WPBs, to release some components but

not others. In WPBs this allows both secretion of soluble proteins, such as IL-8,

and delivers membrane proteins from WPB to plasma membrane [2], whilst retaining

the main VWF cargo. Once WPBs are exposed to the extracellular environment, in

particular pH, VWF tubules unfurl ([68, 47], section 1.1.5) leading to round WPBs

without VWF tubules. As WPBs undergoing a `lingering kiss'-type exocytosis also

become round [2], it is possible that they also contain unfurled VWF.

Compound exocytosis means vesicles fuse with each other as well as the plasma

membrane in the process of being released. WPBs may undergo a sub-type of com-

pound exocytosis called multigranular exocytosis [110]. In this model, 6-7 WPBs

undergo homotypic fusion to form a `secretory pod', a larger, membrane-enclosed

space containing VWF `dots', where the VWF no longer consists of regular tubules,

and are secreted as a mass [110, 70].

Both of these alternative modes of WPB exocytosis require the VWF tubules to be

exposed to extracellular, neutral pH prior to release. Exposure to neutral pH breaks

down VWF tubules by disrupting the non-covalent interaction between proregion and

the mature VWF multimer [47, 68]. There is some uncertainty about whether VWF
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unfurled pre-release can form strings upon release. Originally, it was thought that

only tubular VWF is capable of forming VWF strings upon release [68], suggesting

that the fate and function of post-lingering kiss WPBs was not the same as unreleased

WPBs and was unknown. The VWF `dots' in the homotypic fusion would be in a

similar situation without tubules. However in a �ow chamber, exposing the secreted

VWF masses to subsequent �ow causes them to form strings [70], and during constant

�ow there is a lag between secretion as a mass and string formation. This suggests

that strings can form from a mass rather than solely from tubules, under the in�uence

of �ow, such as in a blood vessel.

1.1.5 Structural changes of WPBs during exocytosis

As VWF undergoes a large structural change upon secretion (section 1.1.2), so must

the limiting membrane of WPBs. Immediately after pore formation, WPBs round

up into a spherical shape [26]. As the characteristic rod-shape of WPBs is due to

their tubular cargo [109, 4], the transition to a spherical demonstrates a loss of VWF

tubules after exposure to blood (section 1.1.2).

A super�cially similar rounding up e�ect can be achieved by treatment with mon-

ensin, NH4Cl or chloroquine for 60 minutes, which breaks down the pH gradient and

causes granules to round up by light microscopy [68]. EM of monensin treated cells

shows round WPBs without VWF tubules [68]. This con�rms not only the e�ect of

pH on VWF tubules but the subsequent e�ect the VWF tubules have on the overall

WPB shape.

Rounded up WPBs have also been imaged by cryo-electron tomography without

any prior stimulation (�gure 7, [4]), likely to be a basal secretion event [37]. The

rounded, marrow-shaped appearance together with the membrane connection (�g-

ure 7, black arrow) and the distortion to the helical pattern in the Fourier transform

suggest that this granule is at a stage of secretion where the VWF tubules are in the

process of breaking down and presumably unfurling. The putative fusion pore has
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Figure 7: Slice through a tomogram showing a rounded, marrow-shaped WPB with
stem-like connection to the plasma membrane (black arrow). A coated vesicle is also
shown (white arrow). From [4].
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a narrow, `stalk' like appearance, suggesting the VWF content must pass through a

width restriction rather than the total collapse of the WPB.

1.2 Cryo-electron microscopy

1.2.1 Introduction to cellular cryo-EM

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) can be used to study many biological specimens

(macromolecular assemblies, viruses and cells) in a frozen-hydrated state. The speci-

men must be preserved before entering the microscope in order to withstand the high

vacuum within the column of the electron microscope. By keeping the specimen in a

frozen-hydrated state, it is both protected from the harsh conditions of the microscope

and imaged in the biologically relevant vitreous state, rather than a negative stained

and dried, or plastic-embedded state.

Whilst the electron microscope has existed for over 80 years, the invention of which

earnt Ernst Ruska the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1986 [90], the �eld of high-resolution

biological EM was advanced by the development of methods to freeze the sample

within a thin �lm of vitreous ice [24], as opposed the crystalline ice formed by slower

freezing procedures. Consequently, the structural damage in the sample caused by

ice crystal growth is eliminated. During imaging, the sample is maintained below the

devitri�cation temperature by a thermal connection to an external Dewar of liquid

nitrogen.

Images in the electron microscope are formed by electrons passing through the

specimen, interacting with it and being detected by �lm, CCD or more recently by

direct electron detectors. In this way, the beam path is similar to that in a light

microscope. The interactions between electrons and sample can be classi�ed as one

of two types; elastic scattering or inelastic scattering.

Elastic scattering means that the electrons interact with atomic nuclei within the

sample and undergo a change in direction with no loss of energy. It is these electrons

that form the image. Inelastic scattering means that the beam electrons interact
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with atomic electrons from the sample. This interaction causes the beam electrons

to lose energy to the sample. Inelastic scattering is problematic in two ways; energy

transmitted to the sample manifests as radiation damage and as these electrons have

lost energy, they don't come to focus in the image plane, instead adding noise to the

image. Energy �lters aim to eliminate those electrons from the �nal image, increasing

its contrast [96], however they still interact with the sample, contributing to the dose

it receives and thus the radiation damage.

In the case of frozen-hydrated biological specimens, the low molecular weight atoms

of ice and organic materials only weakly scatter electrons, yielding a low angular dis-

tribution. Low angular scattering gives limited oppotunities for an objective aperture

to remove those electrons from the image and generate amplitude contrast. Instead,

most contrast is contributed by the phase change of the electrons with the sample.

Phase change itself cannot be measured, instead the contrast is formed by the rel-

ative phase shift between those electrons that did not interact with the sample and

those that did. The di�erence between the phase of the unscattered electrons and the

interacting electrons is a function of the spherical abberation of the lens system, the

accelerating voltage of the electron gun and the defocus of the objective lens. This

function is known as the contrast transfer function (CTF). As the focus value is set

by the operator, the contrast of a given spatial frequency is operator determined and

can be changed depending on the experimental requirements. A focus series, where

the same �eld of view is imaged with multiple focus values, can be used to increase

the information captured. Changing the defocus alters the frequencies at which there

is no signal and the frequencies where signal is highest; a highly defocussed image

gives mainly low-resolution contrast and an image closer to focus includes more high-

resolution contrast.

An alternative to generating contrast by defocusing the electron beam is the use

of a phase plate. This may take the form of a uniform, thin carbon �lm with a

central hole, placed in the back-focal plane of the objective lens [15]. The unscattered
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electrons will pass through the central hole, whereas the scattered electrons must pass

through the carbon �lm. The scattered electrons will therefore undergo a phase shift

compared to the unscattered electrons, creating contrast. This technique has already

been used for in-focus cryo-electron tomography of whole mounted frozen cells [34],

although its use is not routine due to various challenges such as the fabrication and

longevity of the phase plates [14].

1.2.2 Vitri�cation and imaging of whole cells

Techniques such as negative staining and freeze-drying, where the sample is dehy-

drated, are known to induce crushing and collapse of the structures [42, 51]. Cryo-

sectioning, where a sample is frozen in a vitreous state and subsequently sectioned

using a cryo-ultramicrotome, also introduces artifacts from imperfect cutting, such

as cravasses and knife chatter [23]. With a dual beam microscope containing a scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM) and focussed-ion beam (FIB), areas of sample can

be removed by the FIB, making areas that were too thick to image into possible areas

for investigation, whilst avoiding some of the artifacts associated with cryo-sectioning

[88].

It remains true that vitri�cation alone leads to the closest to native preservation of

biological materials, although it is not without its own disadvantages. In the case of

cells, particularly mammalian cells, the primary problem is sample thickness. Thick

samples such as whole cells present two problems; achieving complete vitri�cation,

because as the sample thickness increases, so does distance from the cryogen, decreas-

ing the cooling rate and secondly, the transmission of electrons through the sample

becomes much less likely as multiple scattering events become more common. High-

pressure freezing can solve the problem of acheiving vitri�cation for thicker samples,

but the problem of imaging the sample without cryo-sectioning still remains. For

tomography, where e�ective sample thickness increases with tilt angle, there is great

pressure to reduce sample thickness. Therefore, imaging of whole cells is restricted
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Figure 8: Overview of a correlative microscopy experiment. The experiment pro-
gresses from left-to-right; locating an individual neuronal cell and subsequently imag-
ing individual processes within it. Reprinted from [81], with permission from Elsevier.

to the thin edges of spread, �at cells, such as HUVECs [4], Dictyostelium discoideum

[65], PtK2 cells [34] and Gold�sh �n �broblasts [107], where sample thicknesses in

each case are estimated to be under 600 nm, and as low as 100 nm in some cases.

1.2.3 Correlative light-electron microscopy

Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) images the same sample using both

light and electron microscopes, in order to combine the advantages of both methods.

Generally this means combining �uorescence microscopy with its ability to speci�-

cally label proteins by genetic tags or immunocytochemistry, with the high resolution

imaging from the electron microscope [9]. Combination of electron microscopy with

phase-contrast light microscopy can also be useful in both providing an overview of

unlabelled areas of the specimen and, in the case of cryo-light microscopy, assessing

the quality of sample preparation and freezing [56]. An overview of the correlative

process is shown in �gure 8.

By harnessing the power of �uorescent labelling, CLEM can help with two di�erent

but related challenges in cellular electron microscopy; locating objects of interest and

identifying them. Given the limited �eld of view in a typical EM experiment compared
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to the area of even a single cell, re-locating areas of interest can be challenging. Even

after imaging the location of the object, identifying it within a crowded cell can be

di�cult unless it has known or prominent structure (such as the WPBs).

Imaging a single sample by both light and electron microscopy requires additional

technical considerations about how to prepare the sample and transfer the sample

between instruments, especially if one or both imaging methods are under cryo con-

ditions. To this end, a number of devices for cryo-CLEM have been constructed.

The �rst group of these modify a standard light microscope to accomodate a speci-

men at liquid nitrogen temperatures and maintain it there [93, 97, 112]. This sample

can then be transferred to the electron microscope as in stand-alone EM. A second

approach has been to install a light microscope objective within the column of the

electron microscope, with the light path perpendicular to the electron path [1, 29].

This system can only be used for �uorescence or re�ected light imaging as there is no

transmitted light capability, but it does mean the sample only has to be loaded in a

single instrument, eliminating extra handling of the cryo-specimen.

1.3 Cryo-electron tomography

1.3.1 Introduction to tomography

Cryo-electron tomography is an application of cryo-electron microscopy that allows

3D structures to be reconstructed from their 2D projections collected over an angular

range (�gure 9a). Electron micrographs can essentially be regarded as 2D projections

because of the large depth of focus [44]. The power of cryo-ET lies in its ability to

reconstruct single-copy, individual objects instead of using a homogeneous population

of di�erently oriented copies to obtain views from di�erent angles. In the biological

context, this allows the study of large, unique objects such as organelles, viruses and

the cytoskeleton.

In order to perfectly reconstruct a 3D object from projections, two conditions

need to be satis�ed: the volume must be identical in each projection and an in�nite
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Figure 9: A Data acquisition of single-tilt series showing projections taken at di�erent
angles. B Calculation and summation of back-projection bodies to reconstruct the
original object within the 3D volume. C Tilt-series transposed to Fourier space. The
missing wedge can be seen at the top and bottom of the �gure. D First image; ±90�
with 2� increment. Second image; ±60� with 2� increment. Third image; ±90�
with 5� increment. Fourth image; ±60� with 5� increment. Reprinted from [3], with
permission from Elsevier.
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number of projections must cover all possible orientations (±90°). In the electron

microscope, neither of these are satis�ed, which together with the noisy projections

from the microscope, limit the resolution of the reconstruction. The projections are

noisy due to the inelastically scattered electrons, which are not in the focal plane

of the detector, and detector noise, inherent noise in measuring the signal. The

volume is not identical in each image due to small stage translations whilst moving

from angle to angle, and the accumulated dose over an experiment will also alter the

sample via beam damage. A full angular range cannot be collected because of the

increase in e�ective specimen thickness with angle. This change is given by the formula

thicknesstilt = thicknessuntilted/ cos θ, where θ= tilt angle. The increase in thickness

beyond the penetrating power of the electron beam combined with the geometry of

the specimen cryo-holder limit the tilt angle to ~±70°. In the central slice theorem,

the Fourier transform (FT) of each projection represents a slice through the origin

of the 3D FT, shown in �gure 9c. The uncollectable data from ±70°� ±90° forms a

`missing wedge', shown by the lack of a vertical slice in �gure 9c, corresponding to

the lack of a 90° tilted image. The consequence on the �nal reconstruction of not

being able to collect projections covering the entire angular range is shown in 2D in

�gure 9d. In real space, the Fourier space `missing wedge' manifests as resolution

anisotropy, meaning that the point spread function is greater in the z -axis than in the

x or y axes. This gives objects the appearance of being elongated and smeared in z.

The angular increment is limited because of the need to minimise the electron

dose delivered to the sample, and thus minimise the radiation damage the sample

develops during imaging. The total dose the sample can tolerate must therefore be

rationed across all the exposures needed for the tilt series. Two con�icting needs must

therefore be balanced; more images across the tilt-series will increase the amount of

information in the reconstruction (more slices in Fourier space, �gure 9c), but each

image adds more dose to the sample. The dose in each individual image can also be

reduced, but this will then reduce contrast, making the tilt series harder to process
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and possibly introducing alignment errors. In the case of WPBs, they show signs of

visible radiation damage after 85 e-/Å2at 300 keV [4]. Tilt series with minimal dose to

the sample can be collected automatically using programs such as SerialEM [63]. This

ensures the region of interest is exposed to the minimal electron dose by carrying out

all background procedures (eg. focussing and tracking) over other areas of the sample,

thus delivering only the necessary imaging dose to the region of interest.

1.3.2 Data processing and tomogram generation

After tilt-series collection, the data is processed into a tomogram. This can broadly

be described as a two-step process; alignment and reconstruction, and there are many

software packages to carry out these procedures [10, 11, 46, 54, 62, 71, 130].

Alignment allows for correction of movement occuring during the data collection

process, as the goniometer can often translate the stage in addition to moving about

the tilt axis (section 1.3.1). For cryo-ET, this is most often done by adding spherical

gold �ducials to the sample before freezing. The high molecular weight of the gold

gives them good contrast in the images, making them easy to locate in each tilted

image, and by marking known points in each image, they can be bought into regis-

tration. Fiducial-less alignment is also possible, in which case cross-correlation alone

is used to align the images [10]. Fluctuations in the related parameters of defocus,

magni�cation and eucentric height across the tilt-series and changes in the specimen

from the beam all conspire to make the alignment process more problematic than at

�rst glance.

After alignment, the tilt series must be reconstructed into a tomogram. A schematic

for one method of reconstruction, back-projection, is shown in �gure 9b. This can ei-

ther be thought of in Fourier space, due to the central slice theorem as in section 1.3.1,

where the FT of each aligned slice intersect on a line through the centre of the 3D

FT, or in real space. In real space, as in �gure 9b, the density from each projection in

`smeared' linearly through the 3D box that will be the reconstruction, at the angle at
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which the projection was taken at - quite literally projected backwards. By summing

up as many `smeared' projections as possible, an reconstruction of the object is built

up. The e�ect of various sampling intervals for these `smeared' projections is shown

for the 2D case in �gure 9d.

Another commonly used reconstruction algorithm is SIRT (simultaneous iterative

reconstruction technique, [38]). This algorithm iteratively changes a starting model to

improve the reconstruction, comparing model reprojections to the original projections

to calculate the required changes. The algorithm is `simultaneous' as it considers all

projections at once, rather than on a sequential, projection-by-projection basis, before

making the required changes to the model. This process of comparing and changing

continues until the projections and reprojections converge.

1.3.3 Interpretation and analysis of reconstructions

Once a reconstruction has been calculated, the next step is to interpret the data for

biological conclusions. Tomograms are generally interpreted and further processed in

two ways; segmentation or sub-tomogram averaging. This must be done carefully,

being mindful of the possible artefacts introduced during calculation, such as the

resolution anisotropy in the z -axis.

Segmentation is the process of assigning voxels as belonging to a particular struc-

ture. For example, in a cellular context, all voxels making up a mitochondria or within

a membrane-enclosed space might be segmented. Building up models of tomogram

contents allows us to calculate volume or look at the overall shape of a complicated

structure that is not clear from 2D slices alone, as well as the interaction between

di�erent objects.

Subtomogram averaging is analogous to the single particle analysis approach of

using extracted individual projections to calculate a 3D structure, but rather than

averaging projections, 3D volumes of identical copies of a complex are extracted from

a tomogram and averaged together. As the extracted particles are already three-
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dimensional, this approach does not require the ab initio determination of the angles

between projections, however it does require three-dimensional alignment of the ex-

tracted volumes. The advantage of this over single-particle analysis is that subtomo-

gram averaging can deal with calculating structures without extraction or puri�cation

of the sample, for example, extracting ribosomes from within a tomogram of a whole

cell, or ATP synthase molecules from mitochondrial cristae [16].

1.4 Aims for this project

The overall aim for this project is to image and understand the shape change of WPBs

during exocytosis, and how the VWF tubules within them change; both in their

distribution and structure. Electron tomography of frozen-hydrated, whole mount

HUVECs will be used as it is the only technique which enables both the overall WPB

shape and the 3D distribution of VWF within WPBs to be ascertained. In order to

obtain images of di�erent WPB shapes, several approaches will be taken.

Firstly, HUVECs that are releasing their WPBs will be frozen and imaged, looking

for WPBs mid-fusion. This requires determination of the parameters for stimulation

and release of WPBs from HUVECs so that cells are frozen with the greatest possible

number of fusion events occuring. Images of WPBs mid-release will show the WPB

fusion pore and disassembly of VWF tubules into strings.

Fluoresence microscopy experiments from other human endothelial cell lines show

that these cells endogenously synthesise round WPBs. Images of these rounded

WPBs, particularly the state of their VWF cargo may show similarities to WPBs

rounded before fusion. The presence of VWF tubules in these cells would demon-

strate that whilst tubules are necessary for WPB elongation, they may not be the

sole factor determining WPB length.

WPBs within HUVECs can be forced to become round by altering the internal

pH of the WPBs. Subjecting the cells to hypotonic stress also causes the WPB to

become round, and the WPBs can not recover when subsequently returned to cell
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growth media. Similar to the WPBs from other cell lines, arti�cally rounded WPBs

give an insight into the di�erent shapes and structures WPBs can take. Understanding

the possible di�erent WPBs shapes and VWF distributions will help interpret events

at the fusion pore.

The �nal two chapters of the thesis deal with an observation made whilst collecting

data on WPB shape; that some WPBs contain a membrane-enclosed vesicle in addi-

tion to their WPB cargo. Experiments to �nd out the content and prevalance of this

vesicle were then conducted, and the development of a sample preparation method

which would immobilise the WPBs before plunge-freezing in order to carry out light

microscopy experiments for correlative light and electron microscopy experiments.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Preparation of grids for EM

Gold Quantifoil (Quantifoil Micro Tools) or C-�at (Protochips) grids of various mesh

sizes were examined by light microscopy to check integrity. Some had additional

carbon added (using an Emitech K950X (Quorum Technologies)) and all were glow

discharged (25mA, 30 seconds using an Emitech K100X). When indicated, grids were

pre-washed with ethyl acetate before having additional carbon added, to remove any

residual plastic from the fabrication process. Some grids were also incubated at room

temperature with 70-150 kDa poly-lysine hydrobromide (Sigma-Aldrich), 0.1mg/ml

for 30 minutes.

2.2 Cell culture and transfection

HUVECs (Human umbilical vein endothelial cells, PromoCell) were cultured in M199

(Invitrogen) supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum, 50µg/ml gentamicin, 30µg/ml

endothelial cell growth supplement and 10U/ml heparin at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells

were trypsinised and reseeded at di�erent densities (mostly ~50,000 cells/ml) into

35mm tissue culture dishes (Nunc). Immediately following this, prepared EM grids

were inserted, carbon-side up into the tissue culture dishes and cells grown on the

grids overnight [4].

For live-cell imaging, HUVECs were transfected with proregion-EGFP (as in [41],

pEGFP-N2 (Clontech) from the group of Dr Tom Carter) using the Amaxa HUVEC

Nucleofection system (Lonza).

HHMECs (human heart microvasculature endothelial cells) were cultured using

the same procedures as for HUVECs. The cells were obtained as described in [64, 66].
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2.3 Freezing grids for electron microscopy

Grids with cells grown on them were removed from the culture media and washed

brie�y in PBS. Grids were frozen by plunging into liquid ethane using either a man-

ual plunge-freezer or an FEI Vitrobot Mark III (FEI Company). Grids frozen on

the manual plunger were frozen under room temperature and humidity and blotted

from the front with �lter paper by hand. Those frozen on the Vitrobot were sub-

jected to various conditions for initial experiments, using the built-in environment

chamber which controls for temperature and humidity. The �nal protocol used room

temperature (with the chamber set to 22°C) and room humidity (with the humidifer

switched o�). Room conditions were used in order to make the Vitrobot and manual

plunge-freezer experiments directly comparable. The Vitrobot automated the blot-

ting procedure and grids were blotted for various durations from both sides using a

double layer of �lter paper. Once frozen the grids were placed in liquid N2 for storage

until needed.

When indicated, 4 µl 40% protein A conjugated 10 nm gold colloid (BBI Life Sci-

ences) in PBS was added between washing and blotting to act as �ducial markers. For

stimulation of WPB exocytosis, the stimulant was mixed with the �ducial markers

to total 4µl and added at the same point. Stimulants used were 300 nM ionomycin,

1 µM ionomycin (Streptomyces conglobatus, Sigma) or 100 µM histamine dihydrochlo-

ride (Sigma) in PBS.

2.4 Fixing grids for electron microscopy

Grids for imaging �xed HUVECs were prepared as in section 2.1 and section 2.2.

Cells were �xed in 3% PFA (paraformaldehyde) for 15minutes and washed with

PBS, as for immuno�uoresence (section 2.7). Initial experiments continued with the

immuno�uorescence protocol and permeabilised with 50mM NH4Cl and 0.2% saponin

in PBS, also for 15minutes (section 2.7), however this was unsucessful (Chapter 6)

and discontinued. An experiment using 2% gluteraldehyde in PBS for �xation was
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also done, incubated at 4°C overnight. Post-�xation, grids were kept hydrated in PBS

until freezing. The grids were frozen as per live-cell grids in section 2.3, however initial

experiments indicated that �xed grids required considerably shorter blotting times.

2.5 Electron microscopy

Frozen grids were imaged using either a Spirit TWIN microscope (FEI) operating

at 120 kV and equipped with an Eagle 2k camera (FEI) using a Gatan 626 cryo-

tomography holder or a LN2 cooled Polara microscope (FEI) operating at 200 kV

and equipped with a F224 CCD camera (TVIPS). Both TIA (FEI) and SerialEM

[63] image acquisition software were used, and low-dose procedures were used in both

packages. SerialEM was used to collect whole grid montages at ~140x magni�cation,

which were used for locating areas of interest for further imaging using low-dose

procedures.

Single-axis tilt-series were collected automatically using SerialEM, with an angular

range of �60° � +60° and increment of 2° or 3°. Total dose for tilt-series were limited

to 50 � 70 e-/A2, giving individual images with a dose of 1.2 � 1.7 e-/A2. The dose per

image was kept constant for each tilt angle in a series. The target defocus was set at

-8 µm.

2.6 EM image processing

2.6.1 Tomographic processing and analysis

Tilt-series were processed using Etomo from the IMOD package [54, 62]. Images

were aligned using cross-correlation followed by manual tracking of �ducials. Initial

reconstructions were calculated using back projection and subsequently using the

SIRT method available within Etomo. Volumes were viewed and exported for use in

�gures and movies using IMOD and ImageJ (http://www.rsb.info.nih.gov/ij ).

Amira (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, [104]) and IMOD were used to generate
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3D models. VWF tubules were manually traced in IMOD, using both XY and cross-

section views to �nd the centre in 3D at each point (start, end and intermediate kinks).

Tubules were modelled as individual contours in IMOD; straight sections joined by

kinks. Analysis of the distances between tubules in the VWF tubule models used

MATLAB (MathWorks) scripts provided by Dr Sebastian Wasilewski [4].

2.6.2 2D image analysis

Measurements of granule lengths and widths were made using IMOD [54] and analysed

using Prism 6 (Graphpad). Granule length was measured as the maximum length

along the axis of the VWF �laments. The width was measured as perpendicular

to this, ignoring any perturbations such as clubbed ends, internal vesicles and fork

points. The length and width distributions for each condition were compared using

Welch's t-test for populations with unequal variances.

Simple image processing tasks such as crop, pad and rotate were performed in

Ximdisp [99], and FFT calculations were performed using Ximdisp and �trans from

the MRC suite [13] and �tavg from EMAN [58]. Figures were prepared using Photo-

shop CS4 (Adobe).

2.6.3 Calculation of a VWF tubule structure

VWF tubules were cut from tomograms as a cylinder with radius of 31 nm (20 px)

using the program Cylinder (provided by Dr Sebastian Wasilewski) and projected to

give a 2D image. Each projection was boxed into a 40× 40 px box using the EMAN

program Boxer [58]. A reconstruction was calculated using the IHRSR algorithm [25],

using the image processing programs IMAGIC-5 [113] and Tigris (Dr Tim Grant).

Brie�y, a random g angle was assigned to each projection to create an initial 3D

model. The model was symmetrised using the parameters found in [4]. Reprojections

of this initial model were used as references for multi-reference alignment, in order to

assign new angles to the projections. The updated angles were used to calculate a new
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3D model and a new symmetry searched for. The new symmetry was imposed and

reprojections calculated. This process could then be iterated; projection matching,

calculate new 3D model, search and impose symmetry. Surfaces were viewed using

UCSF Chimera [79].

2.7 Immunocytochemistry and imaging

Cells were cultured onto grids as in section 2.2 or on to 9mm glass coverslips coated in

1% gelatin (porcine skin gelatin, Sigma). The cells were then �xed in 3% paraformalde-

hyde (PFA) for 15mins before being permeabilised and quenched using 50mM NH4Cl

and 0.2% saponin in PBS, also for 15mins. The cells were washed in a PGAS bu�er

(0.2% gelatin, 0.02% saponin, 0.02% NaN3 in PBS) before applying the primary

antibody. The primary antibody used was rabbit anti-VWF at a dilution of 1:10000,

incubated at room temperature for 1 hour. A �uorescently-conjugated wheatgerm ag-

glutinin was used with the secondary antibodies to delineate the plasma membrane of

the cells. Secondary antibody incubation was for 30 minutes in a dark environment at

room temperature. Coverslips and EM grids were mounted onto slides using Mowiol

(Harco). The slides were imaged using 10x HC PL APO 0.4 dry, 40x PL APO 1.25

oil and 100x HCX PL APO CS 1.40 oil objectives on a Leica SP1 and SP2 confocal

system.

For seeding density and timecourse experiments (section 3.2), VWF was labelled

using a rabbit anti-VWF antibody at a dilution of 1:10000 for 1 hour, followed by

Cy2 anti-rabbit secondary antibody at a dilution of 1:100 for 30minutes in a dark

environment. DAPI and a �uorescent wheatgerm agglutinin (dilution 1:200) were also

mixed in with the secondary antibody as markers for the nucleus and cell membrane

respectively. A 20x montage of each grid was made, with 5 � 7 Z-sections in all 3

channels, using an Olympus VS120 slide scanner. Using ImageJ, a macro was written

that extracted the DAPI channel and calculated a max projection. After manual

thresholding, the macro converted the image to binary, applied a watershed function
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and counted the number of nuclei and therefore cells per grid.

In order to count granules per cell in the seeding density and timecourse experi-

ments, 40x Z stacks of 4 cells on each grid were collected. Granules were counted by

�rst calculating a maximum projection for both channels and manually determining

the extent of a single cell, using the membrane dye and the extent of the granule

population. From a single cell, granules were counted in the same way as nuclei

above; thresholding, binarising and applying a watershed function and counting all

the objects.

2.8 Live-cell imaging and analysis

Grids were placed into cell medium containing cells that had been nucleofected with

proregion-EGFP (according to manufacturer's instructions, as [41]. pEGFP-N2 (Clon-

tech) from the group of Dr Tom Carter) and grown as above. After 24 hours, the grids

were placed into a 35mm glass-bottomed dish (MatTek Corporation) with 1ml physio-

logical saline (140mM NaCl, 5mM KCl, 1.8mM CaCl2 2mM MgCl2, 10mM HEPES-

NaOH, 10mM glucose, pH 7.4) and imaged by wide-�eld �uorescence microscopy on

an Olympus IX70 inverted microscope/DeltaVision system (Applied Precision Inc.).

Preliminary experiments included cells incubated in the dark with 0.1 µM Fura Red

(Molecular Probes) in physiological saline for 20minutes before washing away ex-

cess dye with physiological saline and imaging. Fura Red is a calcium-sensitive dye,

showing the frame at which intracellular calcium levels rose.

The microscope was contained in an incubation chamber allowing the temperature

to be controlled to 32°C � the minimum controllable temperature. However, before

being moved to the microscope chamber, cells and saline solution were kept at 27°C.

27°C was chosen as the target temperature for stimulation because previous reports

[45] have shown that ionomycin applied at this temperature will slow down exocytosis

events to a time range that will be accessible by plunge-freezing experiments, whilst

still maximising the extent of degranulation. This temperature is also close to room
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temperature, so the results are relevant when using a manual-plunge freezer with

an uncontrolled environment for manual plunge-freezing experiments or the Vitrobot

when set to 22°C for room temperature.

HUVECs were stimulated to release WPBs using 300 nM ionomycin, 1µM iono-

mycin (Streptomyces conglobatus, Sigma) or 100 µM histamine dihydrochloride (Sigma)

in physiological saline. Stimulation was delivered in 50µl from a pipette, into the dish

containing the grid and saline solution, to achieve the desired �nal concentration. In

addition to the stimulant, this solution also contained 0.5 µM Alexa 647 (Cy5) dye

(Molecular Probes), in order to visually indicate the moment of stimulant addition in

the recorded stacks.

Images were acquired using a QuantEM 512SC EMCCD (Photometrics) driven

by Softworx imaging software (Applied Precision Inc.). Images were collected using a

100x PLANAPO 1.4 oil objective.

Multi-channel stacks were separated using ImageJ and granules tracked using the

plug-in Speckle TrackerJ [100]. The increase in EGFP �uorescence corresponds to the

fusion pore opening [26] and so the �rst frame this occurs in is taken as the moment of

fusion. The times of these frames for each exocytic event were extracted and analysed

in Prism 6 (Graphpad).

2.9 Inducing round granules

Cells were cultured as in section 2.2. After 24 hours, cells were given a hypotonic

shock by incubating with 0.1x PBS (a 10-fold dilution in distilled water) for time

periods ranging from 0.5 to 20 minutes. The cells were allowed to recover in fresh,

pre-warmed media in a 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator for 2 hours before proceeding with

either freezing for cryo-EM or immunocytochemistry.

In �uoresence experiments, the cells were stained with anti-VWF and wheatgerm

agglutinin as in section 2.7. Images were collected using a Leica SP2 confocal mi-

croscope using a 100x HCX PL APO CS 1.40 oil objective lens. 6 exposures were
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averaged for each image, and images were collected at 5 z heights per location in each

channel.

Images were processed in ImageJ. The VWF channel was extracted and maximum

projection of the 5 z heights calculated. The resulting image was thresholded to

remove the background of perinuclear VWF within the ER but leave the WPBs. This

was determined individually for each image. The `Analyse particles ' command was

used to report on all objects with an area ≥ 10px2, and output their circularity. The

average circularity of all counted objects in the �eld of view was used as the value for

that condition.

2.10 Correlative light and electron microscopy

2.10.1 Sample preparation

Quantifoil Au Finder NH2 R2/2 grids were prepared for correlative experiments as in

section 2.1, with additional carbon deposited and 30 s, 25mA glow discharge. Cells

were cultured as in section 2.2 and nucleofected with EGFP-CD63 (as in [2], pEGFP-

C2 (Clontech) from the group of Dr Tom Carter) or CFP-CD63 (recloned from the

EGFP variant in the lab of Dr Tom Carter). Cells were �xed but not permeabilised,

as in section 2.4 and incubated with 1:2000 DAPI for 5minutes. Grids were trans-

ferred cell-side-down to 35mm glass-bottomed dishes (MatTek Corporation) contain-

ing 2.5ml PBS for imaging.

2.10.2 Light microscopy imaging

Grids were imaged using procedures adapted from imaging live-cells on grids (sec-

tion 2.8), as the cells remained hydrated in PBS throughout. The imaging strategy

was to capture 10x magni�cation DAPI and phase contrast montages of complete

grids, using an Olympus 10x 0.4 UPLANAPO Ph1 lens. These gave an overview of

the EM grid for determination of its orientation and size and location of cells for

further imaging.
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Cells of interest were subsequently imaged at 100x magnifcation, collecting DAPI,

EGFP/CFP and phase contrast images of all grids squares with well spread cells.

Images were collected using an Olympus 100x 0.5�1.35 UPLANAPO Ph3 lens.

2.10.3 Electron microscopy imaging

EM procedures were similar to the standard procedures in section 2.5. An addition

was to take an intermediate magni�cation montage, nominal magni�cation 2700x of

a single grid square, using SerialEM [63].

2.10.4 Correlation and image processing

ImageJ was used to assemble and overlay the 10x DAPI and phase contrast montages,

using a macro provided by Andrew Howe.

Low magni�cation EM images and intermediate magni�cation images were blended

into single montaged images using the etomo command `blendmont ' [62] for compar-

ison with the 100x images from section 2.10.2.

The FFTs of the EM montage and the phase contrast microscopy images were

used to calculate the scale factor and rotation angle between the images. The phase

contrast light microscopy images was extracted in ImageJ and converted to IMAGIC

format for calculation of the FFT. The EM montage was cropped to the same size as

phase contrast image (512×512px), in order to give a comparable FFT, and converted

to IMAGIC format. FFTs were calculated and displayed in IMAGIC-5. Peaks in the

FFT arising from the repeating pattern of the Quantifoil holey carbon �lm were used

to calculate the scale and rotation factors. Measurements of distance and angle were

made using GIMP (GNU Image Manipulation Program, http://www.gimp.org).

Scaling and rotation tranformations were made to the EM image to bring it into

registration with the unaltered light microscopy images. Transformations and subse-

quent overlay images were made using GIMP.
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3 Growth and stimulation of HUVECs on holey car-

bon supports for cryo-electron microscopy

3.1 Introduction

The �rst step for the project was to establish a protocol for reliably culturing HU-

VECs onto EM grids for imaging. A previous study in the lab [4] had sucessfully

prepared HUVECs for cryo-EM, so that protocol was used as the starting point for

the experiments in this chapter. Other cell lines have also been sucessfully vitri�ed

and imaged whole-mount, as discussed in the introduction, section 1.2.2.

The rate of WPB exocytosis from HUVECs in response to ionomycin and his-

tamine and at di�erent temperatures has been previously published [26, 45], with

temperature having an e�ect on both the timecourse of WPB exocytosis and the ex-

tent of WPB release from the cells. Experiments in this chapter seek to con�rm those

results and ensure they are applicable for the exact sample preparation protocol used

for the cryo-electron microscopy experiments.

3.2 Preparing HUVECs containingWPBs for electron microscopy

To investigate the e�ect of seeding density and incubation time on HUVEC growth on

EM grids and subsequent WPB number, experiments using serial dilutions of cells over

varying incubation times were carried out, as per table 2. Seeding density is calculated

based on a 14cm tissue culture dish containing ~10 million cells at con�uency.

Montage images of each grid were made from 78 images taken at 20x magni�cation

12hrs 24hrs 36hrs
100k cells/ml 4 grids, 2 per dish 4 grids, 2 per dish 4 grids, 2 per dish
50k cells/ml 4 grids, 2 per dish 8 grids, 2 per dish 8 grids, 2 per dish
25k cells/ml 4 grids, 2 per dish 4 grids, 2 per dish 4 grids, 2 per dish

Table 2: Table showing conditions examined by �uorescence microscopy.
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Figure 10: HUVECs grown for 24hrs on an EM grid from a seeding density of 50,000
cells/ml. Maximum projection of 5 slices. Blue: nuclei; Green: vWF and Red: plasma
membrane; White circle: perimeter of the EM grid; White square: single grid square;
Red line; perimeter of the grid mesh.

(�gure 10). From these images, the DAPI channel was extracted and binarised, and

nuclei automatically counted. The average number of cells per grid in each condition

is compiled in table 3.

To allow the cells room to spread and have minimal thickness, in line with literature

values [87], 1-2 cells per grid square was identi�ed as the cell density target. This

indicates that 50,000 cells/ml for 24 hours are the most suitable seeding and incubation

conditions, with 1.49 cells per grid square (table 3, in bold).

This sample was re-imaged at a higher magni�cation so that individual WPBs
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Effect of seeding density and time on granule number

Time after seeding
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Figure 11: E�ect of seeding density and incubation time on WPB number. The
average number of granules per cell at each time point and seeding density is shown.

25,000 cells/ml 50,000 cells/ml 100,000 cells/ml
Mean n= Mean n= Mean n=

12hr 83 16 114 16 136 16
24hr 106 12 111 12 126 14
36hr 114 16 147 16 137 13

Table 4: Average number of WPBs per cell for di�erent seeding conditions and incu-
bation times.

within cells were visible. These images were used to investigate the e�ects of the

same parameters (seeding density and incubation time) on the number of WPBs per

cell (�gure 11 and table 4). The e�ect of seeding density and incubation duration

on WPB number is minimal beyond the �rst 12 hours, meaning that the overriding

parameter to consider is achieving the correct cell distribution on the grid.

Determination of plunge-freezing conditions was done by scoring grids on the num-

ber of regions where it was possible to image through the thin edge of cells and sec-

ondly, the number of WPBs present in the images, until conditions where both could

by imaged routinely were found. Humidity, temperature and blot time were varied
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using the Vitrobot. Final conditions, determined in conjunction with the light mi-

croscopy experiments in section 3.3, used room temperature and humidity combined

with a 20 second blot on the Vitrobot and 4 µl gold �ducials added immediately prior

to blotting.

A typical EM montage of HUVECs grown on a carbon coated EM grid is shown in

�gure 12. A variability in cell distribution can be seen, with areas towards the bottom

of the image having many more cells than the centre. The distribution towards the top

left of the �gure shows the desired number of cells. The irregularity in cell deposition

onto the EM grids means that even with an appropriate number of cells per grid, many

areas are unimagable. The same variability also means that total cell number need

not be too strictly controlled as the variability across a single grid and between grids

from the same tissue culture dish may eclipse di�erences between di�erent seeding

densities. The grid in �gure 12 has regularly spaced letters, numbers and symbols

included in the grid bars. These grids are used for correlative microscopy experiments,

such as those in chapter 6.

EM montages of individual grid squares (�gure 13) show HUVECs grown on the

holey carbon Quantifoil �lm. Both dense regions of cell that cannot be imaged,

presumably due to thickness, and thinner peripheral regions are visible. In those thin

areas, such as in �gure 13b, organelles can be seen, both in the carbon regions and

within the holes of the carbon �lm. It is these thin areas with visible organelles at low

magni�cation that are have their co-ordinates saved to be used for further imaging.

3.3 Determination of exocytosis rate after stimulation

In order to develop a protocol for freezing HUVECs at the moment of WPB exocytosis,

live-cell �uorescence imaging experiments were done to determine the time period

between addition of secretagogue to the EM grid and the window of maximal WPB

release. Alexa 647 dye was added to the stimulant solution as a visual marker for

when the stimulant appears in the �eld over view during records. By subtracting the
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Figure 12: Frozen-hydrated EM montage of a whole grid, showing cells growing on a
holey carbon support �lm. Letters, numbers and symbols are built in to the grid bars
of this �Finder� grid to enable correlative microscopy. Scale bar: 200µm.
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Figure 13: A: EM montage of a single grid square, containing a �Y-shaped� HUVEC
over a Quantifoil holey carbon �lm exposed to 300 nM ionomycin. The left �limb� of
the cell contains visible vesicles and mitochondria. B: Zoomed-in view of the boxed
region in A, showing dense features in the cytoplasm at the thin edge of this cell.
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Figure 14: Sample frame from a live-cell microscopy recording of a secreting HUVEC
cultured on an EM grid. Time after stimulation, in seconds, is shown on the top left.

frame in which the dye appears in the time-lapse from the time of the frame in which

release occurs, stimulation times and rates were recorded. The addition of stimulant

with �uorescent dye and the release and subsequent dispersal of EGFP-proregion were

clear in the recorded movies. A sample frame from a recording is shown in �gure 14.

As previously [26], the moment of release was taken as the frame in which EGFP

�uorescence increased, corresponding to the moment the pore was formed and the

�uorophore exposed to pH change from the acidic WPB pH to neutral extracellular

pH, increasing its brightness. This rapid increase in brightness is shown in a time-

lapse of a single, fusing WPB (�gure 15). The �uorescence intensity jumps between

frames, indicating the opening of the fusion pore.

121 events from 6 cells were tracked, each cell from a di�erent EM grid. In this in-

stance, stimulation time includes a small lag period whilst the stimulant and dye
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Figure 15: Time-lapse montage of a single WPB through pre-stimulation to post-
fusion. The �uorescence peak can be seen in the fusion frame, where the intensity
increases.

di�use through the saline to the cell and takes its e�ect, rather than measuring

the time between intracellular Ca2+concentration increase and WPB release as has

been done previously [26]. This is desirable as the grids were prepared in a similar

fashion for EM, however without the possibility of measuring increased intracellular

Ca2+concentration, so time from application was a more important factor. The his-

togram showing event frequency after stimulation with 300 nM ionomycin is shown in

�gure 16.

The histogram indicates that the peak fusion time is the 17.5 � 22.5 s, the bin cen-

tred on 20 s. This is in line with previous data collected at over multiple temperatures

from 7°C � 37°C using 1 µM ionomycin, where values reported are 10 s at 37°C and

70 s at 17°C, using a bin width of 10 s [45], and with a delay of 1.67 s between raised

intracellular Ca2+concentration and WPB release, again for 1µM ionomycin [26].

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, experiments leading to a reproducible procedure for the culture and

plunge-freezing of HUVECs for cryo-EM have been shown. The addition of gold �du-

cials improved the method in [4] and simpli�ed subsequent tomographic processing.
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Figure 16: Histogram showing frequency of WPB release events after stimulation with
ionomycim. Events are binned in 5 s intervals.

Collection of low and intermediate magni�cation montages helps to locate areas of

interest within the cell and gives further cellular context for individual images. This

method has been used to generate the results shown in the rest of this thesis, including

the EM imaging of 591 WPBs and 45 WPB tomograms. Images and tomograms of

mitochondria and cytoskeletal elements, such as �lopodia and lamellipodia, were also

collected.

Light microscopy experiments on EM grids were used to con�rm that previously

published determinations of exocytosis rate and kinetics were applicable on an EM

grid as part of the sample preparation protocol prior to plunge-freezing. The di�erence

is that the rise in intracellular calcium concentration, which is easily determined by

light microscopy with a calcium-sensitive dye, cannot be determined in the Vitrobot

immediately before plunge-freezing. Instead, an alternative measurement was made,

from the time the stimulant appears in the �eld-of-view of the microscope. This

mimicked the addition of the stimulant directly on the grid prior to blotting and

plunge-freezing and gave a timescale of ~20 seconds for peak release; a timescale

accessible within the sample preparation protocol.
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4 Structural analysis of WPBs in 3D by cryo-

electron tomography

4.1 Introduction

The size and shape of WPBs is commonly described as �rod-shaped� and up to 4µm

in length, to use terminology from their original discovery [129, 91, 109]. The driving

force behind WPBs taking up this elongated shape is the shape of their primary cargo,

VWF, which is stored within WPBs as helical tubules [109, 4]. If VWF tubules

are disrupted, either by a truncation mutant removing the helical domains [68] or

a disease-causing mutation forming shorter tubules [126], then round rather than

elongated WPBs are formed.

WPBs are also known to become round after the fusion pore opens upon stimulated

exocytosis [26]. The VWF tubules are maintained by a non-covalent interaction with

the proregion domains D1 and D2 at acidic pH [68, 47]. Pore formation exposes the

VWF tubules to neutral pH, causing loss of the proregion [41] and tubule structure to

disassemble, eventually unfurling into strings capable of binding platelets [21]. This

loss of cargo and cargo structure causes the WPB to become round, even if it is

subsequently retained by the cell [2].

The width of WPBs (in 2D projections, equivalent to their 3D diameter) has also

been proposed to indicate the maturation state of the WPB, with thinner and more

electron dense WPBs being located further into the cell periphery than immature

WPBs [134]. The increase in electron density is caused by the intertubule distance

reducing as part of the maturation process. The length of WPBs is thought to be

determined by the size of the Golgi stack it buds from, as WPB length can be varied

with the addition of drugs to alter Golgi stack size [30]. A survey of the lengths of

~2million WPBs by immuno�uorescence microscopy suggests that WPBs preferably

form in ~0.5µm length increments which are visible components within longer WPBs

[30]. Around 80% of non-stimulated VWF comes from the basal secretion of WPBs
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[37] and treatments to reduce the size of WPBs (either by lowering VWF levels or

manipulating the Golgi) give rise to small WPBs with an increase in basal secretion

and reduction in regulated secretion [30], indicating that small WPBs are preferen-

tially released under basal conditions. Therefore, the length of a WPB in�uences its

release properties.

The geometry of VWF packing and the intertubule distance is of interest because

the VWF tubule can be formed by only 44% of the VWF protein, at the N-terminus

[47]. Therefore, the `space' between the tubules is most likely to be occupied by the

C-terminal domains of VWF, giving rise to the minimum possible distance between

tubules. The parallel orientation of the tubules is certainly important for the elongated

shape of the WPBs and the C-terminal domains must be accomodated around this.

By negative stain EM, the C-terminal domains of VWF form a dimeric bouquet with

each half of the dimer �zipped up� [137]. Combined with the early EM of VWF

strings [32], this has lead to the proposal of various schemes for accomodation of

the C-terminal domain as radially protruding arms from the VWF tubules that may

intercalate in the intertubule space [36, 47, 137]. These arms have not been seen

between VWF tubules within the WPB.

Rounded WPBs must contain either; non-parallel tubules, with an increased in-

tertubule distance to account for non-ideal packing of the C-terminal domains or

VWF that is no longer tubular but in string or unfurled form. WPBs containing

predominantly VWF in string form would be hard to distinguish by cryo-EM as they

would lack both the distinctive rod-like shape of the organelle and signature helical

parameters of the VWF tubules.

In this chapter, the baseline size and shape of WPBs in HUVECs is established

and compared with granules from other conditions which are predicted to have other

geometeries; HUVECs stimulated to release their WPBs, HUVECs subjected to hy-

potonic shock and from HHMECs (human heart microvasculature endothelial cells).

Rounded WPBs with a stalk imaged in stimulated HUVECs are also shown. Cryo-
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electron tomography of WPBs has enabled the building of 3D models for the packing

and alignment of VWF tubules in ordered and disordered WPBs. The C-terminal

arms protruding from VWF tubules have been visualised within the WPB for the

�rst time.

4.2 Comparison of WPBs from stimulated and unstimulated

cells

In the process of imaging HUVECs, a large library of WPB images has been collected.

Low dose images are collected prior to tilt-series for tomography. Not all areas are

appropriate for collecting tilt-series, either for image quality reasons or an obscured

tilt-range, but these images form an rich data set for measuring the basic geometric

parameters of WPBs in a way not possible with �uoresence microscopy or electron

microscopy of sections where a single WPB may span multiple sections.

2D projections of 535 WPBs have been collected across all the stimulation con-

ditions used. The breakdown of each condition is shown in table 5. Examples of 2D

projections of 5 WPBs from HUVECs stimulated with 300 nM ionomycin are shown

in �gure 17. In each of these images the WPBs were identi�ed by their character-

istic rod-like shape and electron density and where possible, the signature Fourier

transform of the VWF tubules [4]. However, tubules were not visible in all images -

this is one of the reasons that an image may not have been suitable for tomography.

Identi�ed WPBs had their maximum length (parallel to the VWF tubules, including

at any bent/hinged regions) and width (perpendicular to the VWF tubules and ig-

noring any clubbed ends) recorded. The width in 2D is equivalent to the diameter

of the cylindrical portion of the WPB in 3D. The lengths and widths of WPBs from

unstimulated cells are shown in �gure 18 and �gure 19.

The range of lengths are between 268�2883 nm, comfortably within the often

quoted range of �< 4 µm� [91, 129], and approaching the upper limit for measur-

ing, based on the �eld of view at the most commonly used magni�cations that allow
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Condition WPB number
Unstimulated 105

300 nM ionomycin 154
1 µM ionomycin 225
100 µM histamine 51

Total 535

Table 5: Number of 2D images of WPBs from HUVECs in each condition.

Figure 17: Examples of 2D projections of WPBs from the same grid containing HU-
VECs stimulated with 300 nM ionomycin. Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 18: Scatter plot showing the lengths and widths of 535 WPBs. Results from
unstimulated cells are in blue, stimulated cells are in red. All 3 stimulated conditions
have been pooled together.

unambiguous WPB identi�cation via the VWF helices. The mean length is 951 nm,

indicating that the observed lengths are very much skewed towards the shorter end of

the range, across both unstimulated and stimulated cells. The widths are more tightly

distributed, with a range of 82�336 nm for the unstimulated and 75�622 nm for the

stimulated data, but a mean of 160�170 nm for each population. WPB width does not

change with length, with WPBs of all widths present across the entire length range,

shown as a horizontal clustering of the points in �gure 18. This could be indicative

of a `preferred' width for WPBs, either due to the availibility of VWF as the nascent

WPB emerges from the trans-Golgi (�gure 2), an optimal arrangment for packing

of VWF tubules within the WPB or a function of the AP-1/clathrin coat formed

around emerging WPBs at the Golgi and required for WPB elongation [59], or some

other factor. Recent evidence suggests that WPB size is dependent on the size of the

Golgi stacks in which VWF condenses before reaching the TGN and budding into a

nascent WPB, and that WPB size can be manipulated by unlinking the Golgi ribbon

by nocodazole treatment, lowering the pH or knockdown of the Golgi protein giantin

[30].

Assessment of organelle size using high throughput confocal morphometry and

super-resolution light microscopy (using STORM (stochastic optical reconstruction
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Figure 19: Histograms showing measured WPB lengths and widths for stimulated
and unstimulated populations. Again, measurements from all 3 stimulated conditions
have been combined. n indicates number of measurements in each condition.
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microscopy)) has suggested that WPBs contain a repeating length unit of ~0.5µm.

WPBs would then be formed by multiple units joining together [30]. The current

dataset (�gures 18 and 19) shows a peak at the mean length of approximately 1µm,

but not at further multiples of 0.5 µm. This could be due to the small number of

measurements compared with 2× 106 that STORM and high throughput techniques

were able to image, and the short lengths of theWPBs observed by cryo-EM (only 10%

>1.5 µm). It is possible that longer WPBs are formed from smaller subunits before

leaving the Golgi, however, the raw WPB cryo-EM images show no discontinuity of

the VWF tubules within WPBs to suggest they consist of multiple, 0.5µm VWF units.

The WPB width measurements shown here are consistant with those obtained from

high-pressure freezing and cryo-sectioning experiments [134], although in this case

electron density was not used to distinguish between mature and immature WPBs:

all are thought to be mature as they are at the thin edge of the cell. The minimum

width observed both here and in [134] is similar and corresponds to between 1 and 2

VWF tubules at their widest.

Both �gure 18 and �gure 19 also show a handful of outliers from the main cluster

of points in the stimulated condition, that have a considerably larger width. Two

of these WPBs are approaching spherical, with width:length ratio of 0.88 and 0.80

respectively, and several others lay with widths ~ 400 nm. As these occur only in the

stimulated state, it is likely they represent rounded WPBs which are fusing or have

fused and retreated in the `kiss-and-run' or `lingering kiss' fashion observed by light

microscopy [2]. However, the majority of the WPBs from cells exposed to stimulant

have lengths and widths consistent with the WPBs from unstimulated cells, sitting

in the same region of the graph in �gure 18 and showing no signi�cant di�erence

between the populations (p=0.44 for length and 0.34 for width, Welch's t-test for

populations with unequal variances). This is probably because although the cells

have been exposed to stimulant, not all cells will have been su�ciently stimulated to

release at the time of plunge-freezing, and even in releasing cells, < 50% of granules
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Figure 20: A: Immuno�uorescence image of HHMECs grown on a glass coverslip and
stained for VWF, showing round WPBs and characteristic ER staining. Scale bar:
20 µm. B, C and D: Zoomed images corresponding to the boxed areas in A. B and
C show cells with exclusively round WPBs. D shows a cell containing elongated,
rod-shaped WPBs. Scale bars: 10 µm.

are released at this temperature [45], as in section 3.3.

4.3 Comparison of WPBs across di�erent cell types

Light microscopy of HHMECs shows that most of these cells store VWF in round

WPBs (�gure 20). 1 run of 2 grids of HHMECs were prepared for imaging by cryo-

electron microscopy resulting in 39 WPB images with the aim of comparing endoge-

nously round WPBs to rod-shaped WPBs and the rounding of rod-shaped WPBs

during fusion and VWF release.

Firstly, the lengths and widths for the HHMEC WPBs were measured as for the

HUVEC WPBs in section 4.2. The lengths and widths of the HHMEC WPB are
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Figure 21: Scatter plot showing the lengths and widths of WPBs from HHMECs
compared with HUVECs. Results from HUVECs are in blue, HHMECs are in orange.
The axes have been kept the same as in �gure 18.

shown compared to the WPBs from unstimulated HUVECs in �gure 21. The axes

have been kept the same as �gure 18 for comparison. HHMEC WPBs are clustered

towards the bottom left of the graph; they have a slightly increased width to HUVEC

WPBs, but are considerably shorter in length, making them rounder in appearance.

The observation of small, round WPBs by EM concurs with the light microscopy of

HHMECs in �gure 20.

To further investigate the structure of rounded WPBs in HHMECs, 10 tomograms

were calculated. 3 slices from a tomogram of a HHMEC WPB are shown in �gure 22.

Despite its small, round appearance, VWF tubules can clearly be seen in all sections

of �gure 22. As the VWF tubules are thought to de�ne the elongated, rod-shape

of WPBs and su�cient to drive the formation of rod-shaped pseudo-WPBs in non-

endothelial cells expressing the tubule-forming domains of VWF [124], it is interesting

to observe tubules in non-elongatedWPBs. That these cells endogeneously form round

WPBs gives more evidence for the idea that VWF expression is not the only factor

regulating WPB size, and other factors such as the in�uence of the Golgi ministack

size are important [30]. The e�ect of size on the functional properties of WPBs

indicates that short WPBs are preferentially released through basal secretion and

have a di�erent balance of properties, tending towards proin�ammatory rather than

haemostatic [30].
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Figure 22: Slices from a tomogram of a HHMEC WPB with visible VWF tubules in
running in di�erent directions. The edge of the carbon can be seen on the right-hand
side of each slice. ±51° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at 200 kV,
-8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Similar round WPBs containing VWF tubules have also been observed in HEK293

cells (a non-endothelial cell line) transfected to express the disease-causing mutations

C1149R and C2754W [126]. These mutations disrupt proregion binding in the D3

domain and C-terminal dimerisation at the CK domain respectively, causing quanti-

tative (types 1 and 3) VWD. As these round, tubule-containing WPBs are implicated

in disease, it suggests an impaired haemostatic ability from them. Small, round

WPBs in HHMECs may also have an impaired haemostatic ability, delivering fewer

and shorter VWF strings due to their size, but with no change in their membrane

protein mediated proin�ammatory role [30]. The di�erent behaviour of small WPBs

could explain why cells from di�erent vessels exhibit di�erent sized WPBs. However,

such a link may be confounded by the source of the HHMECs from diseased heart

tissue collected during transplant procedures [64, 66].

In some views of HHMEC WPBs, such as the middle slice in �gure 22, 4 VWF

tubules are parallel to each other and aligned to the long axis of the WPB. There is

some deviation from parallel on the left hand side of the WPB in this slice, but it

otherwise looks similar to a shortened WPB. However, the top and bottom slices of

�gure 22 show tubules orientated in a di�erent direction, running diagonally across

the long axis. These rotated tubules are responsible for the round appearance of the

WPB by deforming its width. Similar distributions of tubules are observed in the

other HHMEC WPB tomograms, but not in rod-shaped WPBs from HUVECs in the

absence of stimulation or the presence of an internal vesicle (discussed in chapter 5)

to disturb the paracrystalline packing. Therefore, HHMEC WPBs cannot simply be

described as truncated rod-shaped WPBs because the VWF tubules do not run in a

consistant direction along the longest axis. Instead, the WPB is comprised of many

short tubules which can run in di�erent directions.

Although the imaged rounded HHMEC WPBs contain VWF tubules, it is hard to

say if there is also a second population of roundWPBs that neither contain tubules nor

have the typical dense and aspherical appearance - the primary signs for identifying
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WPBs - as they wouldn't be identi�ed in the images. Other vesicles may also contain

VWF in an expanded, less densely packed form and without tubules.

4.4 Imaging arti�cially rounded WPBs

WPBs within HUVECs can be made round by exposing the cells to hypotonic shock

and then allowing the cells to recover. In these experiments, hypotonic shock was

delivered by replacing the cell culture media with a 10-fold dilution of PBS in distilled

water and allowing the cells to recover for 2 hours in pre-warmed media in an incubator

before preparing for imaging. Whilst the HUVECs recover, the WPBs within the

HUVECs remain permenently rounded.

To ascertain the optimal exposure time to hypotonic shock for preparing HUVECs

with round WPBs, an immuno�uorescence experiment was set up. HUVECs were

grown to con�uency on 24 coverslips in a single dish overnight. 3 coverslips per condi-

tion were exposed to the following durations of hypotonic PBS: 30 seconds, 1minute,

2minutes, 4minutes, 8minutes, 12minutes, 20minutes and control (8minutes of stock

PBS) before the PBS was replaced with prewarmed media for recovery. Cells were al-

lowed to recover for 2 hours before preparing for immuno�uorescence as in section 2.7.

An image from each coverslip was collected, showing the WPBs within several

cells. Example images from some conditions are shown in �gure 23. The rounding

e�ect was quanti�ably assessed in ImageJ by thresholding the maximum projections

of each image to remove the background and leave the WPBs. The `Analyse particles'

command was used to measure all objects ≥ 10px2 in area and output their circularity

(4π
(

area
perimeter2

)
), where a value of 1.0 is a perfect circle. The average circularity across

3 images from each condition is tabulated in table 6.

Both table 6 and �gure 23 show that even the shortest exposure time to the

hypotonic shock solution causes the WPBs to become rounder than the control. The

trend is for the average circularity to increase with increased exposure to hypotonic

shock throughout the time periods examined. The longer time periods appear to
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Hypotonic exposure time Circularity
Control 0.540

30 seconds 0.659
1minute 0.622
2minutes 0.679
4minutes 0.723
8minutes 0.702
12minutes 0.758
20minutes 0.755

Table 6: Average circularity of WPBs after exposure to hypotonic shock.

Figure 24: Scatter plot showing the lengths and widths of WPBs from hypotonic
shock HUVECs compared with control HUVECs. Results from control HUVECs are
in blue, hypotonic shock HUVECs are in green. The axes have been kept the same
as in �gure 18.

adversely a�ect the HUVECs and WPBs, in addition to becoming round. In the

20minute condition, the �uorescent spots appear smaller and dimmer, indicating

WPBs that have been released. Some release was also observed in the 12minute

condition, so the 8minute condition, as the longest period without any sign of adverse

e�ects was used for the cryo experiments.

For cryo-EM, 1 run of 16 grids of hypotonic shock HUVECs were prepared using

the parameters obtained in the light microscopy experiments. From these grids, 15

WPBs were imaged. A scatter plot of their measurements compared to control HU-

VEC WPBs, showing their shortened, rounded nature is shown in �gure 24. Like the

HHMEC WPBs, the hypotonic shock WPBs are clustered to the bottom left of the

graph, being considerably shorter and slightly wider than HUVEC control WPBs.
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Figure 25: A round dense granule with few visible tubules, marked with arrowheads
at either end. The tubule segments are consistant in size with VWF.

This shift in dimensions is predicted, as WPBs of all sizes become round due to

the treatment, but if the 2D width is indicative of 3D diameter of the organelle and

the total organelle volume remains constant then a modest change in width is able

to compensate for a larger change in organelle length as the volume is proportional

to the square of the radius. This may explain why there are no larger, round objects

reported. As VWF tubules often run the length of a WPB, any change in length must

be accompanied by a breakage of the VWF tubule.

However, if objects have become round due to a loss of VWF tubules into a

disordered form and have expanded into a less densely packed vesicle, then they would

not be identi�able as WPBs. An example of a possible WPB is shown in �gure 25.

This large vesicle is 630 nm×517 nm, and less electron dense than the WPBs with more

visible tubules, which may indicate an increase in volume if it was originally packed

to the same density with VWF tubules. The overall texture of the vesicle contents is

mottled, giving the appearance of �laments. Some short sections of tubule, consistant

with VWF are indicated, running between the arrowheads. Assuming this vesicle is

a sphere with average radius of 287 nm, it would correspond to large WPB; average
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(170 nm) width and 4.4 µm in length - larger than any observed. If this object is a

WPB, it seems likely to have increased volume and decreased density as a consequence

of rounding due to hypotonic shock treatment.

Aside from the possibility of large VWF containing vesicles, the hypotonic shock

rounded WPBs are similar in both size and appearance to those from HHMECs.

This is surprising as while the HHMECs are assumed to assemble at the Golgi with

short VWF tubules leading to round WPBs, the VWF tubules in the hypotonic shock

have been truncated from the lengths within the control HUVECs. This suggests

a selective disassembly of the tubules, breaking the non-covalent contacts between

the VWF multimers and the proregion. The disulphide bonds would not be broken,

so the multimers would still be intact and connected by VWF in `string' form, only

tubulation would be a�ected. It is not clear if VWF tubules consist of a single

multimer [17, 103, 47], and if not, loss of proregion at these sites would split tubules.

The factors causing tubules to deviate from parallel is unknown. Using the cur-

rently proposed VWF model from negative stain EM, of a helical tubule with arms

radiating from it [137], parallel appears to be the most e�cient way to pack the VWF

tubules with the C-terminal portion allowed to interdigitate in the area between the

visible tubules. Deviation from parallel would therefore require more space and so

only occur with a `swollen' WPB or a change in packing such as the possible loss of

tubule structure in some locations.

4.5 Weibel-Palade body exocytosis

Of the WPBs images from stimulated HUVECs (table 5), 33 WPBs were imaged in 3D

in 24 tomograms. 2 of these tomograms show rounder, `marrow' shaped WPBs with

a membranous protrusion at one end (�gures 26 and 27), and others show disordered

WPBs with non-parallel VWF helices (�gures 28 and 29). The protruding membranes

appear similar although shorter, to the previously observed connection between a

fusing WPB and the plasma membrane [4], and coincide with wider, `marrow' shaped
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Figure 26: Slices through a tomogram of a WPB with a membrane fusion stalk in
a HUVEC stimulated with 0.3 µM ionomycin. The second and fourth slice show the
top and bottom, respectively, of the stalk emerging from the WPB and the third slice
shows the centre of the stalk with wedge-shaped content. ±30° tilt-series collected on
an FEI Polara operating at 200 kV, -8µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 27: Slices through a tomogram of a WPB with a membrane fusion stalk in a
HUVEC stimulated with 1µM ionomycin. The �rst slice shows the top of the WPB,
and the top of the fusion stalk. In the middle slice, a tubule (arrowhead) is within the
stalk. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at 200 kV, -5µm defocus.
Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 28: Slices through a tomogram of a disordered WPB in a HUVEC stimulated
with 0.3µM ionomycin. At all 3 heights, the right hand side of the WPB remains rod-
shaped and the VWF helices are parallel although showing some signs of bending. On
the left hand side, the VWF helices are no longer parallel and much shorter in length.
In the middle slice, a protruding section of membrane with no VWF helix inside is
indicated with an arrowhead. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Spirit operating at
120 kV, -8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 29: Slices through a tomogram of a disordered WPB in a HUVEC stimulated
with 0.3µM ionomycin. The VWF tubules within the WPB are oriented in all direc-
tions at each height. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Spirit operating at 120 kV,
-8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm
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WPBs. As the protrusions appear to be involved in fusion and are longer than a

simple pore between close membranes, they are termed fusion stalks.

Slices through a tomogram of a WPB with a fusion stalk are shown in �gure 26.

The features that identify the WPB as fusing are the wider, `marrow' shape, as

observed in [4] and the short, 17 × 108nm stalk protruding from the left hand side.

The tubules are predominantly parallel, with some deviation towards the stalk, which

would be expected if the WPB was disassembling in response to pH change coming

from the stalk. The stalk appears to contain a tubule with a wedge-like end. It

is not clear where the stalk joins the plasma membrane and connects the WPB to

the extracellular space. It is possible that the WPB is fusing parallel to the z -axis,

meaning the plasma membrane and pore are perpendicular to the z -axis and therefore

not seen due to the missing wedge. The position of this WPB on the EM grid was

very close to the grid bar, limiting tilted data collection to ±30° and meaning the

tomogram has a substantial missing wedge. Proximity to the grid bar also means the

WPB was in an area of thicker ice, also reducing contrast.

A second example of a fusing WPB with membrane stalk is shown in �gure 27.

This WPB is rounder than the previous example, indicating it is at a later stage of

fusion and disassembly. The fusion stalk is considerably wider than in the previous

example, with dimensions of 29× 108nm, and also contains tubular content. Again,

the junction between the fusion stalk and the limiting membrane is not clear.

Also observed in stimulated HUVECs are disordered WPBs with non-parallel

VWF. On the right hand side of the WPB in �gure 28, the VWF helices are run-

ning predominantly parallel and the WPB itself has a rod shape, whereas the left

hand side of the same WPB becomes signi�cantly wider and the tubules diverge from

one another, giving them the appearance of �fanning out� from the more ordered sec-

tion. Some tubules are orientated in parallel to the z axis, perpendicular to the other

VWF tubules. Within the rod shaped region, the VWF tubules are broken into short,

straight segments connected by kinks, rather than individual straight sections running
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the length of the WPB, suggesting this region is also slightly disordered. From light

microscopy of fusing WPBs, it has been reported that a transition state during fusion

exists where the WPB is exposed to pH change, according to a pH-based increase in

EGFP �uorescence, but still remains rod-shaped [26]. The low-level disordering and

tubule bending and fragmentation seen in the rod-shaped part of the the WPB in

�gure 28 may represent the early stages of pH mediated disassembly before collapse.

The local disruption suggests graduated disorder; becoming more disordered from

right to left. The left-hand region, with greater disordered and shorter tubules would

represent a more advanced stage of collapse. The proximity of the WPB to the edge

of the carbon hole raises the question of whether the edge of the carbon plays a part

in the WPB structure and subsequent collapse. This does not appear to be the case

as the WPB is not constrained by the carbon, with disordered tubules both within

the hole and over the carbon. In addition, the disruption of other cellular components

by the carbon holes has not been observed, with the exception of �lopodia extending

away from the cell body and into holes.

In �gure 29, a round WPB with few parallel VWF tubules is shown. Some tubules

are running along the long axis, but there are also tubules perpendicular to this and

at other angles in between. The visible parts of the membrane (not a�ected by the

missing wedge) do not have any identi�able breaks or pores to suggest a fusion process.

It is possible that it has fused and retracted, partially rearranging the VWF tubules.

As EM images of pre-emergent and nascent WPBs post-Golgi [134] show rod-shaped

organelles emerging from the TGN with parallel tubules, it seems unlikely that either

of these WPBs were formed in a disordered way, and this disorder is most likely in

reaction to fusion.

A candidate fusing WPB was also imaged in the HHMEC cells (�gure 30). These

cells were not stimulated to release WPBs, so like the in�ated WPB in [4], this event

is either basal WPB release or release in response to handling the cells before imaging.

The WPB is unusual in that the VWF tubules are mostly running parallel to the z -
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Figure 30: 5 slices through a tomogram of a HHMEC WPB with a stalk. The VWF
tubules are predominantly �end-on�, appearing as small, white circles. A long fusion
stalk leaves the bottom of the WPB and loops back on itself, indicated with white
arrowheads. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at 200 kV, -8µm
defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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axis and so are only observed in cross-section as circles. As in section 4.3, WPBs from

HHMECs are expected to be rounded and disordered, so the determining feature for

this WPB being involved in fusion is the long stalk protruding from the centre-bottom

of the WPB. The stalk is very long, looping back on itself, making it more similar to

the previously published WPB with a stalk (�gure 7, [4]) than the WPB in �gures 26

and 27. Again, it is not clear where the plasma membrane is in relation to the stalk.

It is possible that, like the WPB in �gure 26, the plasma membrane and fusion pore

are in the XY plane and not visible in the tomogram due to the missing wedge.

Whilst cytoskeletal elements are present in the region of some of the fusing and

disordered WPBs, none appear to be directly involved in the fusion process or form-

ing a ring or coat around the WPB as previously proposed from �uorescence light

microscopy experiments [74, 72], suggesting that additional force is not needed to ex-

pel VWF from fusing WPBs. In agreement with recent light microscopy experiments

[30], the only method of fusion observed was the fusion of single WPBs. Neither

compound fusion (multiple WPBs fusing at the same location) nor multigranular ex-

ocytosis [110] (multiple WPBs homotypically fusing into an intermediate secretory

pod prior to relase from the cell) were observed, nor the homotypic fusion events

prior to multigranular release.

4.6 Von Willebrand Factor helices within Weibel-Palade bod-

ies

The packing of VWF within WPBs is interesting because the tubules make up only

44% of the protein [4, 47]. In negative stain EM, the rest of the protein forms a

dimeric bouquet, which is predicted to intercalate between the VWF tubules in the

WPB ([137], �gure 4).

To examine the relationship between the di�erent tubules, models of the VWF

helices within WPBs were manually built using IMOD (section 2.6.1). One ordered

WPB that contained an internal vesicle (�gure 31) and one disorderedWPB (�gure 32)
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were modelled.

In �gure 31, the ordered WPB model shows that in the rod-shaped region, the

helices are closely packed. There is some tubule disorder in the clubbed-end containing

an internal vesicle (discussed in chapter 5), with many short, fragmented tubules

surrounding the vesicle.

In �gure 32, a model for the VWF helices in the disordered WPB depicted in

�gure 28 is shown. Comparing this model with the model of the ordered WPB, the

disordered region consists of many short, discrete tubules rather than the long tubules

shown in ordered regions. In the bottom panel, where the model is imposed over a

slice from the tomogram, the distance between the tubules and the membrane is also

much greater than in the ordered model.

These models were used to analyse intertubule distances, using a MATLAB script

from Dr Sebastian Wasilewski [4]. In the rod-shaped region of the ordered WPB,

�gure 33a shows a consistant intertubule distance of ~30 nm, corresponding with the

large central peak in the histogram (�gure 33b) for the bin 27.5�30 nm and the �rst

12 tubules plotted in �gure 33c. These values are consistent with the previous 28.4±

3.13nm mean measurement within an ordered WPB in [4]. In the area surrounding

the vesicle, the tubules are disordered and fragmented, leading to larger intertubule

distances. Within the disorder, it is also harder to trace the tubules, as there are

many shorter segments and becauses the tubules aren't parallel, it is hard to view

more than one at a time in cross-section. Omitted tubules will skew the measured

distance, making the distance appear larger. Short, consecutive lengths of disordered

tubules also distort some of the distance measurements as the ends of two tubules

can come much closer together than their radial distance, and a model with many

short tubules increases the number of tubule ends. The overall mean distance for the

ordered model is 29.7± 4.4 nm.

In �gure 34, the same parameters were calculated for the disordered model. Both

the colour variation in panel a and the wide histogram peak indicate the large vari-
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Figure 31: 3D model for VWF tubules within an ordered WPB. The top panel shows
the model alone and the bottom panel includes a slice of the tomogram showing the
helices and the WPB limiting membrane. Short sections of VWF tubule pack around
the internal vesicle. Contrast in the lower panel is reduced due to model depth cueing.
Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 32: 3D model for VWF tubules within a disordered WPB. The top panel shows
the model alone and the bottom panel includes a slice of the tomogram showing the
helices and the WPB limiting membrane. Contrast in the lower panel is reduced due
to model depth cueing. Scale bar: 200 nm
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Figure 33: A: VWF tubule within an ordered WPB, coloured to show the minimum
distance to a neighbouring tubule. Distances are displayed in Å. B: Histogram of
minimum intertubule distances from the model. Distances are sampled every half pixel
and frequency is expressed as fraction of total measurements. C: Plot of the mean
and standard deviation of the measurements, averaged for each individual tubule.
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ation in distances in the this model. In the left hand, disordered region, the ends

of the tubules are a dark blue, indicating a small distance where the intertubule ax-

ial rather than radial distance is being calculated. The histogram peak is at the

32.5�35 nm bin, indicating an increase in the modal intertubule distance between the

ordered and disordered WPB models. The large increase in variability between the

two models is expected and can be used as a measure of WPB order, as the increasing

intertubule distance variation is a consequence of non-parallel packing, whereas two

parallel tubules have no change in distance. The overall mean distance for the disor-

dered model is 31.9 ± 7.2 nm. An increase in intertubule distance �ts with previous

observations of a WPB appearing to swell into a �marrow� shape upon beginning to

fuse [4].

Using the increased intertubule space observed in disordered WPBs, combined

with cryo-electron tomography allows individual tubules to be extracted and examined

in 3D. 55 tubules from the tomogram in �gure 28 were extracted using the program

Cylinder (obtained from Dr Sebastian Wasilewski). This program takes the x,y,z

coordinates for the centre of the start and �nish of each section of tubule and outputs

a 20 px radius cylindrical subtomogram between those points. 3D reconstruction of

the WPB followed by tubule extraction is neccessary as the 3D tubule arrangement

means tubules overlap when projected in 2D. The individual tubule tomograms were

then projected in 2D to give a non-overlapping set of 2D projections with no missing

wedge e�ect, and padded into a 2048 × 2048px box. The sum of the FFTs of all 55

tubules is shown in �gure 35. The FFT clearly shows the helical repeats of VWF and

indicates the potential for a low resolution VWF reconstruction from tubules within

WPBs. Cutting each 2D tubule projection into 32 × 32px boxes gave a data set for

calculating a 3D helical reconstruction. 3D reconstruction from the 2D projections

is possible as the helical symmetry means that even a single image is su�cent to

reconstruct the tubule [18]. Averaging of subtomograms in 3D is another possible

approach, which requires alignment of the volumes in 3D and will be worthwhile with
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Figure 34: A: VWF tubule within a disordered WPB, coloured to show the minimum
distance to a neighbouring tubule. Distances are displayed in Å. B: Histogram of
minimum intertubule distances from the model. Distances are sampled every half
pixel and frequency is expressed as fraction of total measurements. C: Plot of the
mean and standard deviation of the measurements, averaged along each individual
tubule.
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Figure 35: Average FFT of 55 VWF tubules extracted from a tomogram and padded
to 2048× 2048px. Arrows indicate repeats at 77, 119, 165 and 337Å.
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Figure 36: A 3D model for a VWF helix, obtained by helical image processing of 2D
projections from tubule subtomograms.

a larger dataset.

Images were aligned and classi�ed in IMAGIC-5 [113], and helical processing and

3D model calculation took place in Tigris (package from Dr Tim Grant), using the

symmetry parameters de�ned in [4] for the initial reconstruction. Handedness was

assigned as right-handed, as previously determined by quick-freeze deep-etch EM

[47]. The handedness of the VWF tubules is also visible in the raw electron density

of the extracted subtomograms. The side and top views of the reconstruction are

shown in �gure 36. The model is similar to both the previous full-length VWF model

from a single, computationally extracted tubule in cryo-EM [4] and negative stain EM

D1D2D'D3 truncation model [47], with a resolution similar to [4] and less than [47].

This model will be improved by adding data from additional disordered tomograms.

Increasing the box size may help to visualise the radiating C-terminal arms, however

this will mean utilising models of the VWF helices within disordered WPBs (�gure 32)

to select only the tubules that are well separated from neighbouring tubules, to ensure

that each extracted cylinder only contains density from a single tubule.
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Subtracting the tubule radii (~12.5 nm) for each tubule from the centre-to-centre

distance means that the actual space between the tubules at its minimum is only

4.7 nm in ordered WPBs. The linear length of the C-terminal bouquet predicted

to occupy this space is ~51 nm excluding the A1 domain [137]. The A1 domain

is surrounded by �exible linkers, meaning it does not appear in negative stain EM

class averages, and the �stem� region of the bouquet is also �exible, with the CK

domain appearing at multiple di�erent positions relative to the D4 domain in class

averages. By looking at the ordered WPB in cross-section in �gure 37, some larger

spaces between the tubules can be seen. The high degree of �exibility must allow the

bouquet to bend into the larger spaces between tubules. Like in negative stain EM,

the bouquets must pack in a variable manner, as they do not appear with the same

helical order as the tubules when averaging.

From looking at individual VWF tubules in disordered WPBs, some densities

appear to be protruding from the main helix. A section of a single slice through the

tomogram in �gure 29 is shown in �gure 38. Each VWF tubule has small lines of

density, extending radially from the tubule in the space between adjacent tubules.

Despite being only ~20 nm in length compared to the C-terminal bouquet length

of 51 nm from A2-CK domain [137], its location does suggest that these extensions

are part of a C-terminal `arm', even if the complete bouquet is not seen. The highly

�exible nature of the bouquets suggests that they could be partially �wrapped� around

the tubule, with only a small portion visible as an arm. Two of the arms in �gure 38

appear to fork close to the tubule. This split is predicted as the �exible A1 domains

form the �head� of the bouquet at the interface between the bouquet and the D3

domain which forms part of the helix (�gure 4). Individual arms are not visible in

rod-shaped WPBs, suggesting that they are too tightly packed to be seen individually

in ordered WPBs and that the increased intertubule distance within disordered WPBs

allows individual arms to be seen.
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Figure 37: WPB and VWF helices in cross-section. A: Slice through tomogram
showing the ordered, rod-shaped region of a WPB. Scale bar: 200 nm. B: Cross-
section through the tomogram shown in A, at the boxed region. The cross-section
shows 12 VWF helices within the WPB limiting membrane. Scale bar: 20 nm. ±60°
tilt-series collected on an FEI Spirit operating at 120 kV, -8 µm defocus.
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Figure 38: Slice through the tomogram shown in �gure 29, depicting VWF tubules
with radial densities protruding from it them. On the left the densities are marked
with arrowheads. Black arrowheads show densities that fork at the tubule, as ex-
pected for the C-terminal bouquets. On the right is a traced schematic of the image,
indicating the VWF tubules in pink, the WPB membrane in blue and the indicated
densities in black. Scale bar: 20 nm
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4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the correlation between WPB size, shape and the distribution of VWF

tubules has been examined, using stimulation by secretagogues, hypotonic shock and

cells that endogeneously make round granules to look at a variety of WPB shapes.

Instances of stimulated WPB exocytosis have also been imaged. Imaging of round

WPBs from all conditions has demonstated that they contain VWF tubules which

are more separated than in ordered, rod-shaped WPBs. Building models of the VWF

helices in di�erent states of order allows quanti�cation of the di�erent intertubule

distances and suggests how the tubules behave during the transition from storage to

disassembly and VWF release. The increased intertubule distance has allowed the

C-terminal �arms� to be imaged for the �rst time.

Subtomographic averaging of the VWF tubules is possible, shown by the FFT

of extracted tubules with a strong helical repeat. To go beyond the VWF tubule

and examine the head or stem of the bouquet structure however, requires a higher

resolution reconstruction and will only be possible if the ordering of the bouquet is

su�cient to allow a helical averaging approach to be used.
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5 Discovery of a novel, CD63-containing internal

vesicle in Weibel-Palade bodies

5.1 Introduction

Whilst the primary cargo of WPBs are VWF tubules [28, 123], WPBs contain many

minor components; both membrane associated and soluble proteins within the lumen

of the organelle. Some of these components are recruited when the WPB forms at the

TGN, whilst others are delivered to the maturing WPBs post-Golgi. A list of these

components and their recruitment point is shown on page 18, table 1.

CD63 is a ubiquitously expressed membrane tetraspanin commonly present at the

cell surface and in lysosomes and late endosomes [83]. The role of the tetraspanin

family is thought to be in organising membrane proteins [83]. In endothelial cells,

CD63 is found in WPBs [119], where it is delivered post-Golgi in an AP-3 [43] and

annexin A8 [82] dependent process via endosomes.

The presence of CD63 (also known as LAMP-3, lysosomal-associated membrane

protein 3), together with their acidic pH, indicates the WPBs are lysosome-related

organelles [19]. Lysosome-related organelles are a group of storage and secretory

granules that share similar properties (such as pH and transmembrane proteins) with

lysosomes. Other lysosome-related organelles include: melanosomes, platelet dense

granules and basophil granules [19].

Upon release fromWPBs, CD63 acts as a cofactor at the endothelial cell membrane

for another WPB membrane protein; P-selectin [22]. P-selectin is a proin�ammatory

membrane protein stored in WPBs that when delivered to the endothelium acts as

a receptor for leukocytes, causing them to adhere to the vessel wall [35]. CD63 and

P-selectin co-cluster at the cell surface upon release from WPBs, and knockdown of

CD63 reduces P-selectin levels at the cell surface [22], indicating its role as a cell

surface co-factor. Knockout of annexin A8, a protein responsible for delivering CD63

from endosome to WPBs, a�ects both P-selectin levels at the cell surface and the
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ability to recruit leukocytes [82] also shows the importance of CD63 for P-selectin

levels at the cell surface. Therefore, CD63 has an indirect role in in�ammation, hence

its presence on WPBs.

In late endosomes/multi-vesicular bodies, CD63 is enriched within the intralume-

nal vesicles (ILVs) compared to the limiting membrane of the endosome [83]. MVB

ILVs are formed by the invagination of the limiting membrane of endosomes, selec-

tively bringing lipids, membrane proteins and ubiquitinated proteins for lysosomal

degredation into the MVB [80]. Alternatively, the ILVs are released by fusing the

MVB limiting membrane to the plasma membrane, releasing the complete ILVs into

extracellular space [20, 86].

Release of whole vesicles into the extracellular space is called exosomal release,

with the vesicles known as exosomes. In exosomes from human B-lymphocytes, CD63

is enriched compared to transferrin receptor, a plasma membrane and early endosome

marker [27].

In this chapter, a vesicle within WPBs is shown by cryo-EM. The vesicle is present

across di�erent cell lines and conditions. Light microscopy studies by Dr Ana Violeta

Fonseca identi�ed an CD63-enriched area within WPBs consistant with the vesicle

observed by cryo-EM and in 3D by cryo-ET. FRAP (�uorescence recovery after pho-

tobleaching) experiments indicate that the CD63-enriched membrane is not part of

the outer limiting membrane of the WPB.

5.2 WPBs contain an internal vesicle

WPBs across both cell lines and all conditions showed a membrane limited vesicle

within the WPB. Areas where a vesicle was indicated in 2D images were speci�cally

targeted for tomography, leading to 13 tomograms of vesicles within WPBs. Slices

through selected tomograms of WPBs containing vesicles in di�erent conditions are

shown in �gures 39�45.

In most cases, the internal vesicle does not have any large or distinct contents
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Figure 39: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from a HUVEC stimulated with 0.3 µM ionomycin. The �rst panel
shows the proximity of the internal vesicle to the WPB limiting membrane. ±60°
tilt-series collected on an FEI Spirit operating at 120 kV, -8 µm defocus. Scale bar:
200 nm.
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Figure 40: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from a HUVEC stimulated with 0.3 µM ionomycin. In the middle
panel, there are two electron dense particles within the internal vesicle, similar to
those surrounding the WPB. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at
200 kV, -7 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 41: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing 2
internal vesicles from a HUVEC stimulated with 1 µM ionomycin. In the top panel,
VWF tubules at the top of the WPB are indicated with arrowheads. In the middle
and bottom panels, disrupted, end-on VWF tubules in the region of the two internal
vesicles are indicated. -60° � +39° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at
200 kV, -4 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 42: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from an unstimulated HUVEC. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI
Spirit operating at 120 kV, -8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 43: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from an hypotonic shocked HUVEC. ±60° tilt-series collected on an
FEI Polara operating at 200 kV, -8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 44: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from a HHMEC. The top panel shows 3 short, parallel VWF tubules.
In the third panel, it is clear that the limiting membrane and vesicle membrane are
close but separate. ±60° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating at 200 kV,
-8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 45: Slices from a tomogram at di�erent z heights of a WPB containing an
internal vesicle from a HHMEC. The middle panel shows that the vesicle has 4 electron
dense objects within it. -60° � +42° tilt-series collected on an FEI Polara operating
at 200 kV, -8 µm defocus. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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and is less electron dense than the surrounding VWF, however 2 vesicles; from an

ionomycin stimulated HUVEC (�gure 40) and from an HHMEC (�gure 45) appear to

contain some distinct objects.

The location of the vesicle within the WPB can vary. The most common location

for the vesicle is centred on the short axis and towards one end (�gure 39), however

vesicles can also be present at the side (�gures 40 and 41) or protruding from the

end (�gure 44). In all circumstances, the internal vesicle is close to the limiting WPB

membrane in one axis. The number of vesicles within a single WPB can also vary,

such as the 2 vesicles within the WPB in �gure 41. In many cases, the vesicle appears

to deform the WPB end in to a �clubbed� shape, which has a disrupting e�ect on

the tubules (�gure 39), with the vesicle surrounded by short and bent tubules when

compared to the rod-shaped portion of the WPB. In the second and third panels of

�gure 39 and �gure 41, some end-on tubules either side of the vesicle can be seen,

emphasising the local deviation from parallel packing around the vesicle. The rod-

shaped portion of the WPB remains tightly packed with parallel tubules and a small

intertubule distance, evident from the tubules in �gure 39 and demonstrated by the

WPB model in chapter 4.

Using the library of 535 2D WPB images obtained in chapter 4, the vesicles occur

within WPBs with a prevalance rate of 12.0% (64 internal vesicles). Although it is

hard to determine the presence of an internal vesicle in 2D, the striations of VWF

helices and the limiting WPB membrane can indicate a presence. In 2D images where

a vesicle was indicated and the same area has been reconstructed in 3D, a vesicle was

always present in the reconstruction.

The internal vesicles of WPBs appear very similar to the internal vesicles within

multivesicular bodies in HUVECs, as shown in �gure 46. In this image, the WPB

contains 3 ILVs and is surrounded by several vesicles each containing at least one

other vesicle. The non-spherical shape and electron density in both the WPB vesicle

and the other ILVs are comparable.
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Figure 46: 2D image from an unstimulated HUVEC showing a WPB with multiple
ILVs surrounded by other MVBs. Scale bar: 200nm.

The presence of an internal vesicle within WPBs has not been previously reported.

It is a feature that is only accessible by EM studies and one reason it may have been

previously overlooked is that it requires cryo-electron tomography of whole mount

cells to best visualise whole WPBs in 3D, and this technique has not been widely

used to study WPBs. The internal vesicles are a persistant feature of WPBs in this

study, being present in all conditions and cell lines imaged, suggesting their ubiquity.

Internal vesicles have also been found using EM within a number of other lysosome-

related organelles such as melanosomes [49] and platelet a-granules [114]. It is interest-

ing that platelet a-granules can contain internal vesicles as these granules are similar

to WPBs as they can contain VWF tubules, however VWF and internal vesicles were

not shown in the same granule. The presence of an internal vesicle may be another

feature indicating lysosome-related organelle status, in addition to acidic pH and pres-

ence of CD63 and further demostrating the link between the MVBs in the endocytic

pathway and the secretory storage properties of WPBs.
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5.3 A pool of CD63 is present within WPBs, separate to the

limiting membrane

Fluorescence microscopy images of antibody-stained HUVECs show CD63 colocalising

with VWF in rod-shaped WPBs (�gure 47, top left). In up to 5% of WPBs, the CD63

�uoresence contains a bright spot, indicated by the arrowheads in �gure 47 and the

inset zoomed panels a and b. The size and position of the CD63 bright spot within

the WPBs can be at either tip or side (�gure 47 top right). This positioning of the

bright spot is consistent with the location of the vesicles imaged by cryo-EM (�gures

39 - 45). CD63 bright spots are present when either EGFP-CD63 or antibody-labelled

endogenous CD63 is imaged (data not shown).

To investigate if the observed EGFP-CD63 bright spots were due to local en-

richment of EGFP-CD63 on the limiting membrane of WPB or EGFP-CD63 in the

membrane of a separate, internal vesicle within the lumen of the WPB, FRAP (�uo-

rescence recovery after photobleaching) experiments were carried out (�gure 47, bot-

tom panels). CD63 is highly mobile within WPBs and the plasma membrane, with

previous FRAP experiments on the limiting membrane of WPBs showing recovery

of �uorescence within the bleached region in <20 s post-bleaching [50]. The FRAP

experiment reported here was carried out using the same experimental set-up.

The aim of the experiment is to investigate if after photobleaching EGFP-CD63

not within the observed bright spot, �uorescence in that area can recover at the

expense of the �uoresence in the bright spot (�gure 47, bottom left). The reverse

experiment photobleaches CD63 within the bright spot and determines if it can recover

by redistribution of the EGFP-CD63 in the WPB limiting membrane to the bright

spot (�gure 47, bottom right). The movement of CD63 between the two areas would

indicate they are linked.

The bottom left panel of �gure 47 shows that after photobleaching the half of

the WPB without a EGFP-CD63 bright spot, even �uoresence across the WPB is

restored but with no change to the bright spot at the tip, indicating EGFP-CD63
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Figure 47: Top left: Immuno�uoresence image of a single HUVEC, labelled for VWF
and CD63. Multiple WPBs (arrowhead and inset) contain CD63 bright spots without
a corresponding VWF bright spot. Top right: VWF and CD63 labelled individual
WPBs, showing a CD63 bright spot at the tip and middle of the WPB respectively
(arrowhead). Bottom: FRAP experiments showing recovery after bleaching of the
non-bright spot region (left) and bright spot containing region (right). Experiment,
imaging and analysis by Dr Ana Violeta Fonseca and Dr Tom Carter.
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from within the bright spot cannot di�use through the WPB limiting membrane for

even �uorescence. The bottom right panel shows that after bleaching the half of the

WPB containing the EGFP-CD63 bright spot, even �uorescence across the WPB can

recover through di�usion of the unbleached EGFP-CD63, but the bright spot cannot

recover. These two FRAP experiments indicate that there are two distinct pools of

EGFP-CD63 in WPBs that contain a bright spot; the EGFP-CD63 within the bright

spot and the EGFP-CD63 within the limiting membrane of the WPB.

The identi�cation of CD63 as a component of the internal vesicle of WPBs further

indicates the pedigree of WPBs as being lysosome related, given that CD63 is a marker

for lysosome related organelles [19]. As WPBs are also regulated secretory organelles,

the internal vesicle must also be secreted. The secreted vesicle would then become an

exosome. This �ts with the known characteristics of exosomes and WPBs, such as

being secreted in response to raised intracellular Ca2+levels [86, 26], being positively

regulated by Rab27a and its e�ector Slp4-a [5, 75] and being enriched for CD63, like

exosomes secreted from human B-lymphocytes [27].

There is a disparity in estimated prevalance between the CD63-bright spots and

the membrane-limited internal vesicles observed by cryo-EM, with the �uorescence

prevalance (using unstimulated HUVECs) at <5% and unstimulated HUVEC cryo-

EM prevalance at 12.0%. However, �uorescence microscopy can penetrate the entire

cell, encompassing the entire population of WPBs, whereas cryo-EM focuses only

on the areas at the thinnest edge of the cell. An increased prevalance of internal

vesicles in WPBs towards the cell periphery may indicate that receiving a vesicle is a

maturation-dependent event.

5.4 Conclusion

Taken together, the CD63 bright spot observed by light microscopy and the ILVs

observed by cryo-EM are likely to be the same object. The size and shape of the

bright spot and its position within the WPB is consistant with the size, shape and
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position of the WPB internal vesicles observed by cryo-EM. The topology of the

objects observed by light and cryo-electron microscopy are also the same, with both

indicating the presence of a lipid membrane within WPBs that is separate and distinct

from the outer limiting membrane of the WPB.

This raises the question; what function could a CD63-containing internal vesicle

have in WPBs? CD63 itself has no direct role in in�ammation or haemostasis like

other WPB components. Its role on the limiting membrane of WPBs is to stabilise

P-selectin at the cell surface [22]. However post-WPB exocytosis, the WPB internal

vesicles are thought to be released as exosomes, meaning the CD63 cargo would bypass

the cell membrane. The exosomal function of CD63 is also not clear. Additionally,

other experiments (Dr Ana Violeta Fonseca) have determined that P-selectin is not

co-stored with CD63 on the internal vesicle of WPBs.

Aside from the membrane protein content, tomograms have captured some large

and electron dense visible contents in the lumen of the WPB internal vesicle (�gures

40 and 45). If the CD63-containing WPB internal vesicles are recycled from the cell

membrane, as antibody uptake experiments (Dr Ana Violeta Fonseca) have shown,

then they bud inwards from the limiting membrane of the endosome, creating an

endosome ILV with the inside topologically equivalent to cytoplasm. It is not clear

whether these large cytoplasmic objects are deliberately targeted to the WPB internal

vesicle or simply not excluded during membrane invagination and vesicle formation.

They appear super�cially similar to ribosomes (�gure 40) and the glycogen granules

previously imaged in the proximity of WPBs ([109], �gure 45). Given that neither

of these components are expected to be released inside exosomes, this favours their

non-exclusion rather than active recruitment to the internal vesicle. Ubiquitinated

membrane proteins are targeted to endosome ILVs by ESCRT proteins, but the tar-

getting and delivery mechanisms for cytosolic proteins and RNA released as exosomes

is less clear, probably also requiring association with endosomal membrane proteins

[86].
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Release of exosomes via an intermediate secretory organelle such as the WPB,

rather than release directly from endosomes is a novel route for exosome release

from endothelial cells, and shows another feature WPBs have in common with other

lysosome-related organelles.
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6 E�ects of pre-�xation on frozen-hydrated

specimens

6.1 Introduction

Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) images the same sample by both

light microscopy and electron microscopy. The aim is to combine the labelling abilities

of light microscopy (antibodies, fusion proteins and �uorescent compounds) with the

resolution of the electron microscope. This solves a common problem in cellular EM of

locating the object of interest and identifying it amongst other cellular components,

without resorting to treatments such as plastic embedding and sectioning in order

to allow antibody-conjugated gold particles to access to the cell. Such treatments

can distort biological structures. Labelling is especially important for smaller objects

without a signature structural element like the VWF tubules of WPBs. Another

way to label proteins within the cell for EM is the expression of an electron-dense

protein label, such as the iron-containing protein ferritin [127]. Ferritin could then

be expressed as fusion protein to label other proteins of interest, in a similar way to

GFP fusion proteins in light microscopy.

One of the barriers to CLEM of frozen-hydrated specimens is immobilising the

sample prior to light microscopy. Immobilising the sample is necessary to ensure

that the objects of interest do not move during imaging or whilst the specimen is

transferred between one microscope and another, especially when trying to accurately

localise the objects within the cell. Often, immobilisation is achieved through plunge-

freezing the sample, for the subsequent cryo-EM experiment and using an adapted

light microscope capable of imaging at low temperatures to collect the light microscopy

images [12, 93, 97, 112].

Another CLEM approach, called ILEM (integrated light and electron microscope)

places the objective lens of a �uoresence microscope within the column of an electron

microscope, perpendicular to the electron beam path [1]. The sample is supported
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by the same holder, which can be rotated between beam paths. This simpli�es the

work�ow as the sample need only be mounted in one microscope, reducing the risk

of introducing handling errors with the delicate specimens and can reduce the pro-

cessing steps needed to correlate the images as the sample is maintained in the same

orientation within the holder. The second generation ILEM2 permits the imaging of

frozen-hydrated specimens [29], however in order to �t the light microscopy compo-

nents within the column of the EM, the cryo blades used to protect the sample from

degradation must be removed, limiting the potential imaging time.

A third system seeks the bene�t of having the sample held by the same holder,

but without the integration into the EM, by using the FEI `Autogrid' system to

hold the sample in both microscopes, therefore transferring whole cartridges between

instruments [9].

In this chapter, a method combining the sample preparation and �xation steps

commonly used in immuno�uorescence microscopy with plunge-freezing is developed.

The end result of this sample preparation method is a �xed and frozen-hydrated

specimen, where the sample has been kept hydrated throughout. When the grid is

�xed and hydrated, it can be imaged by light microscopy prior to plunge-freezing.

The aim for developing this technique was to further investigate the CD63-enriched

internal vesicles of WPBs (chapter 5), by correlating the CD63-enriched bright spots

observed by light microscopy with the membrane enclosed vesicles observed by cryo-

EM.

6.2 Development of a method for cryo-electron microscopy of

�xed and frozen-hydrated cells

Fixed and permeabilised experiments (2 runs; 15 EM grids total) exactly followed

the protocol for immuno�uorescence preparation (section 2.4 and section 2.7), with

�xation by 3% PFA and permeabilisation by 50mM NH4Cl and 0.2% saponin in PBS,

combined with the plunge-freezing parameters used for live-cell experiments. Images
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collected from these grids show the cellular material to be granular and homogenous.

There are some structural features, but the information and preservation is limited,

only a few cytoskeletal elements seem to be present. At �rst, this granularity was

attributed to collapse due to dehydration, as outside the cells there appeared to be

very little ice within the holes of the carbon �lm, suggesting that the grid had been

over blotted and was too dry. Blotting time was systematically reduced over 2 runs,

16 grids from 20 seconds to 1 second, to ensure cells were su�ciently hydrated prior to

freezing. The granularity did not improve, but ice was visible in the holes not covered

by cells, a sign that the grid is hydrated with a thin �lm of ice over the whole grid.

The observed granular texture in a 2 second blotting time grid is shown in �gure 48.

This texture obscures all of the detail in the images, rendering them hard to interpret

beyond identi�cation of some large cellular componenets such as mitochondria.

A second attempt to �nd the cause of the granular texture eliminated the perme-

abilisation step and used both PFA and an alternative �xation agent; glutaraldehyde.

1 run of experiments with 6 EM grids in each condition were prepared. This gave a

marked improvement upon previous results, with grids from both the glutaraldehyde

and PFA conditions giving similar results in the absence of permeabilisation. The

PFA �xation is consistant with the light microscopy protocol and bypasses known

auto�uoresence problems with glutaraldehyde [55] so PFA was used for further exper-

iments. A typical �eld of view for PFA without permeabilisation is shown in �gure 49.

The granular background is signi�cantly reduced, and vesicles and other membrane-

enclosed structures remain. There is still some granular background, so omitting the

permeabilisation step merely reduces the granularity rather than eliminating it. This

is consistant with PFA having a slight permeabilising e�ect on cells, rendering them

�leaky� to dyes that were previously unable to cross the membrane in live cells [78].

Therefore, even without a speci�c permeabilising step, the cell membrane is perfo-

rated with a resulting loss of structure. This protocol has since been sucessfully used

in another 25 grids over 3 di�erent runs with nucleofected cells for CLEM.
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Figure 48: Typical electron micrographs of �xed and permeabilised HUVEC. Images
have a very granular background where cellular material is present, and much of the
detail is obscured. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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Figure 49: Typical electron micrograph of PFA �xed HUVEC without permeabilisa-
tion. The granular background is signi�cantly reduced from permeabilised samples.
The top image shows vesicles and other cytoplasmic structures, and the bottom shows
a WPB with cytoskeletal elements. Scale bar: 200 nm.
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6.3 Structure preservation in pre-�xed, frozen-hydrated cells

In order to determine the degree of preservation conferred by pre-�xing before plunge-

freezing and plunge-freezing alone, images of WPBs from each preparation method

were compared. Speci�cally, the helical order of the VWF tubules within WPBs in

each condition were compared using their Fourier transforms. The helix formed by

VWF has been previously characterised within WPBs [4], with a strong repeat for

the third layer line at 120Å forming the main signal of a �unique molecular signature

of VWF tubules�. Structures of tubules consisting of truncated VWF containing only

the puri�ed D1D2D'D3 domains by negative stain EM give repeats of between 96Å

and 120Å [47].

This third layer line is also prominent in both new frozen-hydrated images and

pre-�xed images (�gure 50), with both at 115Å. Considering the di�erent magni�-

cations and defocus values between these images and from the published data and

some �exibility and variability in the helices, this probably indicates that the VWF

helices are identically preserved in both methods. This suggests that the pre-�xed,

frozen-hydrated method can preserve structure at least to a resolution of ~120Å,

when compared to plunge-freezing alone. Preservation on this scale makes pre-�xed

and frozen-hydrated a possible method for cellular biology investigations, such as for

WPBs.

As well as preserving the molecular architecture of VWF tubules to a quanti�able

resolution of at least ~120Å, the presence of other cellular components suggests that

not only densely packed protein is preserved by this process. In particular, contin-

uous and �uidly-curved lipid membranes and vesicles are present and preserved, in

contrast to WPB images from high-pressure freezing and sectioning or other �xation

and staining techniques which can give the appearance of lumpy or disjointed plasma

membranes [134, 109]. Avoiding the need for resin embedding or sectioning of the

�xed cells contributes to a reduction in sample preparation artefacts when compared

to those techniques, comparing favourably with solely frozen-hydrated cells. The ar-
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Figure 50: Comparision of frozen-hydrated and pre-�xed WPB images. A: Elec-
tron micrograph of WPB within frozen-hydrated HUVEC, magni�cation 21,000x. B:
Electron micrograph of WPB within pre-�xed, frozen-hydrated HUVEC, magni�ca-
tion 26,000x. The arrowhead shows an internal vesicle preserved within the WPB. C:
Zoom of boxed region in A. D: Zoom of boxed region in B. E: FFT of boxed region in
A, with third layer line indicated at 115Å. F: FFT of boxed region in B, with third
layer line indicated at 115Å. All scale bars: 200 nm
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rowhead in �gure 50b indicates the presence of an internal vesicle. It was important

to verify that in addition to preserving the VWF helical structure, the internal vesicle

was preserved, to ensure that pre-�xation would permit correlative imaging of the

internal vesicle.

Comparing �gure 50a to �gure 50b does show the pre-�xed image to have some

`cloudiness' and less contrast than the solely frozen-hydrated image. As noted above,

this is likely to be a consequence of the permeabilising e�ect of �xation on the cells,

disrupting some structures and giving rise to an increased background.

6.4 Correlative light and cryo-electron microscopy on �xed-

hydrated cells

6.4.1 Light microscopy

The ability to �x cells and immobilise their components, whilst still later imaging

them in a frozen-hydrated state immediately suggests the possibility of using a CLEM

approach. Even without permeabilisation making it possible to introduce antibodies

into the cells, it still leaves cell permeable compounds such as DAPI, genetic fusion

proteins such as GFP labelling or antibodies that can be internalised through plasma

membrane receptors as possible �uorescent markers.

2 initial runs of experiments (5 grids each) into CLEM with pre-�xed cells used

DAPI to label the nucleus combined with CD63-GFP (section 2.10) to label WPBs

(and endosomes) within HUVECs, with the goal of labelling and imaging the CD63-

enriched bright spots observed previously and thought to correlate to internal vesi-

cles within WPBs. These experiments were used to develop the image acquisition

strategy. A consideration for light microscopy with EM grids is the auto�uorescence

of both carbon �lm and gold grid bars. Observations from these experiments sug-

gested the carbon �lm and gold grid bars were auto�uorescent using the TRITC �lter

set (excitation: 555 nm and emission: 605 nm) and FITC �lter set (excitation: 490 nm
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Figure 51: Light microscopy montage of whole EM grid containing �xed HUVECs.
DAPI (blue) �uorescence is overlaid on phase constrast images, to show the cell dis-
tribution and extent, and the EM grid orientation. Montage of 12 images per channel.

and emission: 528 nm) and lower in the CFP �lter set (excitation: 436 nm and emis-

sion: 470 nm). Slight auto�uorescence can be useful in indicating the position of the

grid bars and the holes within the carbon �lm, but it seems preferable to eliminate

the background to increase the signal to noise ratio for the channel containing the

experimental data, and use transmitted light/phase contrast to show the carbon �lm,

cell periphery and grid bars. A subsequent run of 12 grids used CD63-CFP to take

advantage of the lower background, however both CFP constructs were considerably

dimmer than the GFP versions, which when compensated for with longer exposure

times gave no additional bene�t over GFP.

The �rst imaging step is to capture a low magni�cation (10x) light microscopy

overview of the whole EM grid (~3mm in diameter) (�gure 51). At this magni�cation,
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an overview of the grid comprises 12 512 × 512 pixel images per channel, so can be

collected rapidly. The overview is useful for determining the orientation of the EM

grid, the distribution of cells in each grid square and locations suitable for further

imaging with increased magni�cation. As shown in �gure 51, the letters, numbers

and symbols on the �Finder� grid are easily visible for identifying each grid square.

Only DAPI and phase contrast images are collected for the overview as the WPBs

are not visible at this magni�cation.

Promising areas are then re-imaged using a 100x objective lens, this time with

phase contrast, DAPI and GFP or CFP channels collected. A set of example images

are shown in �gure 52a and b, showing two cells, one containing multiple perinuclear,

CD63-positive structures and CD63-positive structures towards the cell periphery.

With this set-up (section 2.10.2), a single image corresponds to approximately one

Finder grid square.

In these experiments, the initial aim was to collect a complete set of light mi-

croscopy data over the whole ~3mm grid at 100x magni�cation, the magni�cation

needed to image the WPBs by light microscopy and correlate with the electron mi-

croscopy. This turned out to be quite di�cult using the software built in to the

Deltavision light microscopy system, as the stage height needed to keep the grid in

focus varied across its 3mm diameter. The in-built autofocus was prone to �runaway

focusing� in areas with low contrast, where the correct focus couldn't be detected

so was moved to the extreme of its range. Multiple z -heights for each channel and

position, without autofocus were also considered but led to an unacceptably large

imaging time.

To reduce this time, in the current protocol, the whole grid was only covered by

10x magni�cation, meaning the whole grid can be collected in 12 images per channel

(�gure 51), and only selected areas imaged at 100x. These areas were determined and

subsequently imaged manually. However, manual checking and imaging of each area

is also very time-intensive, by de�nition requires human presence and still misses some
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Figure 52: Light and electron microscopy images of the same area before correlation
but after approximate comparable scaling. A: Single phase contrast image showing
two cells within a grid square. B: Overlay of two �uorescent images of the same area.
DAPI is coloured blue and CD63-CFP labelled in green. C: Stitched montage of 48
electron microscopy images of the same grid square as A and B.
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areas which could be potentially useful when comparing with the electron microscopy

images.

A di�erent sample preparation approach, mounting the grids onto slides but with

a spacer between slide and coverslip containing a few microlitres of bu�er to allow

the grid to remain hydrated, may help with data collection by allowing a wider range

of light microscopes to be used. Speci�cally, the use of a slide scanning microscope.

These instruments are purpose-built to image large areas automatically at multiple

magni�cations, so may have more success with the changes in height across an EM

grid.

6.4.2 Electron microscopy

The �rst step in the electron microscopy imaging is also to take a low magni�cation

overview of the whole EM grid. The EM montage used ~100, 190x magni�cation,

1024 × 1024 pixel images to cover the whole grid, following the procedure used in

frozen-hydrated imaging (�gure 53). Using the symbols on the Finder grid, the same

areas that were imaged at 100x by light microscopy were relocated in the electron

microscope montage.

Areas with promising light microscopy images were then re-montaged with an

increased magni�cation, suitable for locating individual WPBs and other cellular fea-

tures. The size of each montage varied depending on how much of the grid square

was desired, using a magni�cation of 2700x and collecting unbinned 2048×2048 pixel

images. A montage from 48 images is shown in �gure 52c, where it has been stitched

into a single image. Light microscopy images from the same grid square are shown in

panels a and b.

Finally, images and tomograms at the record magni�cation, 26000x, 8.17Å/px,

were collected, using the same low dose procedures as for frozen-hydrated grids.
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Figure 53: Electron microscopy montage of whole EM grid containing �xed HUVECs.
The letters and numbers of the Finder grid can be seen, particularly on the right hand
side.
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6.4.3 Correlation and interpretation

The �rst step in correlating between the light and electron images is to compare the

lowest magni�cation montages from both imaging methods that show the entire EM

grid. This `side-by-side' comparison is used to re-locate the areas already imaged by

light microscopy in the electron microscope, and so it needs only be accurate enough

to identify one grid square from another. Coarsely correlating on this level makes the

�ne alignment using higher magni�cation images easier by restricting the alignment

to a single grid square. Using the symbols on the Finder grid also allows any mirroring

between the light and electron images to be corrected. This is shown in �gure 52,

where the coarse correlation has already determined that these images relate to the

same grid square.

To calculate a �ne correlation, a mixture of computational and manual methods

were used to determine the parameters needed for alignment. Scale and rotation were

determined �rst. Calculating the scale and rotation parameters utilised the regular,

repeating background of the holey carbon �lm. This repeating pattern is clearly shown

in the FFT of both the phase and electron images in �gure 54. The relative angle

between the patterns and the distance between peaks were measured at 3 di�erent

points in the FFT and the average values used to transform the real-space electron

microscopy montage to the same scale and angle as the �uorescence and phase contrast

light microscopy images. As the holey carbon pattern has 4-fold rotational symmetry,

using the relative angles from the FFTs requires that the images are already rotated

to ±45° of each other, so as not to align them in the wrong direction. In the case of

the images in �gure 52, this true for the unprocessed images, but it is also possible to

roughly align them manually to within ±45° using the distribution of cells.

After scale and rotation were corrected, the light microscopy and cryo-EM images

were overlaid manually, using the distribution of cells, grid bars and the holey carbon

�lm as a guide. 3 regions of a single grid have been correlated using this process, of

which 2 are shown in �gure 55.
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Figure 54: A: FFT of the the phase contrast image and B: EM montage images
for correlation. The EM montage was cropped to 512 × 512px to match the phase
contrast image before transforming in order to give a comparable transform. The
blue and red lines show the length measurement between 3 consecutive peaks and the
angle between the blue/red and black central line gives the relative roation between
the lattices.
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Figure 55: Correlative light-electron microscopy overlays, showing DAPI (blue) and
CD63-CFP (green) �uorescence over cryo-electron microscopy montages. A shows
the data from �gure 52.
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The correlation between the two sets of images is good enough to identify a single

hole in the carbon �lm in both images. The primary reason for imperfect alignment

comes from assembly of the EM montage and is visible in �gure 54b, where the peaks

are broader in comparison to the sharp points from the single light microscopy image.

Broad peaks indicate that the carbon holes are irregularly spaced in the image; an

artefact generated from the montage collection and assembly. Irregularly spaced holes

mean the lattice is changing across the image, meaning the image is skewed or warped;

a transformation that is much harder to correct for.

A more quantitative method for calculating the translation might be possible

by harnessing stage co-ordinates from the respective microscopes. Using a cross-

correlation step to solve the translation after correcting the scale and rotation, and

iterating these steps would also improve the alignment. Automated software to han-

dle bringing images from both modes into registration is not readily availible, with

published approachs using in-house software or MATLAB scripts [57, 95].

6.5 Cryo-electron tomography of pre-�xed, frozen-hydrated

HUVECs

5 tilt series of pre-�xed, frozen-hydrated HUVECs have been collected, with a maxi-

mum dose of 70 e-/Å2. From these tilt series, 2 were fully processed into tomograms

as previously. The other 3 tilt-series contained no �ducial markers, so were aligned

only with cross-correlation, leading to poor tomograms. The aligned tilt series and

tomograms show no evidence of radiation damage, such as `bubbling', at this dose

which is comparable to the dose that solely frozen-hydrated specimens were imaged

at. Cross-sections of the tomograms also show no signs of �attening or collapse. Col-

lapse should not be expected for any frozen-hydrated specimens, as the vitri�ed bu�er

supports the �xed cellular material and protects it in the vacuum of the microscope,

and the �xation does not a�ect this.
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6.6 Conclusion

Presented in this chapter is a method for �xing cells prior to plunge-freezing for cryo-

EM. A primary use for this technique would be for correlative light and electron

microscopy, where the sample is imaged by light microscopy prior to cryo-EM. Initial

experiments developing this technique are also shown.

Paraformaldehyde �xation does not interfere with the plunge-freezing process and

comparison of pre-�xed, frozen-hydrated specimens with those prepared by plunge-

freezing alone shows similar preservation to the third layer line of VWF tubules at

~120Å. Preservation to this resolution makes the technique useful for investigating

organelles and large assemblies such as WPBs and the VWF tubules shown.

Before freezing, it is possible to image the �xed-hydrated grid using an glass-

bottom dish �lled with PBS and an inverted light microscope. This avoids the need for

specialised equipment to conduct cryo-light microscopy whilst still keeping the sample

hydrated for plunge-freezing prior to imaging by cryo-EM. In this way, a new route

to conducting CLEM experiments with standard equipment has been developed. By

conducting the light imaging with the specimen hydrated and at room temperature,

the sample is much less fragile than when frozen, as it is not susceptible to frost

contamination or temperature variations causing formation of crystalline ice.

A method for correlating individual areas using the intrinsic properties of the holey

carbon Quantifoil �lm to calculate the scale and rotation factors between the images

has been shown.

In summary, �xed, whole, frozen-hydrated cells are preserved well-enough to per-

mit investigation of WPBs by light and cryo-electron microscopy, using the techniques

outlined in this chapter. Further re�nements to sample preparation, light microscopy

and image processing may improve the technique.
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7 Conclusion

The �rst results chapter (chapter 3) of this thesis showed the development of a re-

producible protocol for the preparation of whole-mount frozen-hydrated HUVECs for

cryo-EM and imaging them at their thin edge. Using live-cell microscopy, a proto-

col for stimulating WPB release from HUVECs grown on EM grids that could be

translated to sample preparation for electron microscopy was also developed, showing

that the release time of ionomycin-evoked WPB exocytosis under conditions prior to

plunge-freezing is ~20 seconds, and accessible for cryo-EM sample preparation. The

repeat of this protocol for 124 grids over 10 experiments has validated the sample

preparation approach, with adapted versions of the preparation protocol used for

other cell types and conditions on a further 11 experiments totalling 120 grids.

Chapter 4 used the library of WPB images and tomograms collected to make a

comprehensive analysis of the WPB size and shape across di�erent stimulation condi-

tions and cell types. The relationship between WPB shape, presence of VWF tubules

and alignment of VWF tubules was examined, using round WPBs from stimulated

cells, HHMECs and HUVECs subjected to hypotonic shock. The presence of VWF

tubules in WPBs of all shapes was unexpected, as the elongated nature of WPBs

is driven by VWF tubules [68]. However, images from HHMECs show that VWF

tubules can also be present without elongating the WPB. The tubules in these WPBs

are shorter and do not run parallel but in all directions. The e�ect of disordered

tubules on orderly unfurling of VWF tubules into strings during WPB exocytosis is

not clear. The di�erence in WPB shape between di�erent, endogenously VWF ex-

pressing cell types suggests that VWF is not solely responsible for the elongated shape

of WPBs.

Models of VWF helices within ordered and disordered WPBs show the relation-

ship between organelle shape and cargo organisation, and the relationship between

intertubule space and disorder suggests how tubule dissassembly during fusion may

function. The preparation of disordered WPBs with unaligned VWF tubules increased
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the distance between tubules and gave the opportunity to examine the portion of VWF

that does not make up the tubule for the �rst time in WPBs: the �C-terminal bouquet�

[137]. A trailing �arm-like� density protruding from the tubules has been imaged in

disordered, non-rod-shaped WPBs. The packing of these arms in rod-shaped WPBs

with a smaller intertubule distance remains unclear.

Subtomograms of individual VWF helices were extracted and used to calculate

a helical reconstruction for VWF. The reconstruction shows the tubular portion of

VWF but cannot resolve the C-terminal bouquets as radial arms. It is not known

if the arms are su�ciently helically ordered to permit a reconstruction. So far only

�exible structures have been imaged.

In chapter 5, a vesicle within WPBs was identi�ed by cryo-EM and cryo-ET in

all cell types imaged. Subsequent �uorescence microscopy investigation by Dr Ana

Violeta Fonseca localised the membrane tetraspanin CD63, a known WPB component

and endosomal marker, to this vesicle.

The presence of a vesicle within secretory granules, such as WPBs, means that the

vesicle is released upon exocytosis, like the VWF content. This release is similar to

the exocytosis of the lumenal vesicles of late endosomes/multi-vesicular bodies, which

are known as exosomes. The internal vesicles of WPBs are presumably also released

as exosomes. The role of CD63-enriched exosome release simultaneously with the

haemostatic and proin�ammatory proteins of WPBs in not year clear. Identi�cation

of additional components in the vesicle, particularly soluble proteins may clarify this.

Release of exosomes from WPBs is a novel route for exosome release, although in

keeping with the properties of other lysosome related organelles, especially platelet

a-granules which contain both internal vesicles and VWF tubules. Further work is

needed to identify other components of this internal vesicle and the mechanism of

delivery of the vesicle to the WPB.

In the �nal results chapter (chapter 6), a pre-�xed and frozen-hydrated sam-

ple preparation method for cryo-EM and cryo-ET was developed. Fixation prior
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to plunge-freezing means the sample is immobilised but still hydrated and at room

temperature. This gives a prime window for a �uorescence microscopy investigation

prior to freezing and imaging by electron microscopy.

Initial experiments into correlative microscopy targetted correlation of the CD63-

enriched vesicle discovered in chapter 5. These experiments showed that the pre-�xed

and frozen-hydrated sample preparation protocol sucessfully preserved both the helical

structure of VWF tubules and the internal vesicle, compared with frozen-hydrated

HUVECs alone. A protocol for �uorescence image acquisition and alignment between

the light and electron micrographs was devised and correlation between the images

achieved on a grid-square level. Correlation on a sub-organelle level will require further

work.

I have extended previous observations on Weibel-Palade bodies through a larger

dataset of 3D granule volumes. These have revealed novel features of VWF structure,

and granule membrane structure with emphasis on organelle biogenesis as well as

exocytosis. In addition, we developed procedures preparing frozen-hydrated and �xed-

frozen-hydrated specimens which may be used to further study the major �ndings of

this thesis.
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